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But how may the much greater increase of be continually calling down the blessing of the hounds there is a great calm. Most remarka
such as they could, they were anxious to do—
bly, and most universally, the elements of con
trusting their Lord, whose command they that spirit be promoted among us! A just sense Lord.
2. For the promotion of a great increase of a tention have gone away. The mire and dirt of
Frqm the London Guardian.
obeyed, for all that remained. Accordingly of the vital connexion between a true zeal for
with their little, they' went among the mil the promotion of the gospel in all the world,and missionary spirit in our churches, much depends the once troubled sea have sunk to the depths.
“HOW BEAUTIFUL.”
lions, and God took care that they had always the vigour and purity of religion in our church upon the agency of those to whom the manage Scarcely' a ripple remains ; whilst a strong, and
"Making a worship of the beautiful.”—Bulwer.
enough, and to spare, for any new opportunity es at home, should alone present this question ment of the missionary department is commit deep, and quiet tide is setting directly in the
How beautiful; this world of ours,
of doing good to the souls of men.—When as of the greatest interest. A few brief hints, ted. I refer especially to the faith and enter course of truth and righteousness. “ It is the
Its autumn hues, and summer flowers,
labourers were wanted, labourers came forth out by way of answer, will conclude this discourse. prise and boldness with which they should lead Lord’s doing, and it is marvellous in our eyes.”
Its waving fields of ripen’d grain,
1. Let there be every where a much more on the work, and the tone and attitude in which It is the evidence that God is in the midst of us.
of the general missionary spirit of the whole
Its twilight shade on hill and plain;
Beautiful its sparkling floods,
church, prepared, by the devotion of the pri diligent teaching and enforcement of the great they should call on the churches to follow. It But it is more. It is opportunity. It is expec
And its leafy, solemn woods,
vate Christian for all the special perils and sacri principles of the obligation resting upon all is the responsible office, and the most honoura tation. It is tremendous responsibility. It is
And its morn, when o’er the brake
fices
of the ordained preacher. When money Christians in regard to the propagation of the ble and dignified office of a Board of Missions, like the silence in heaven, when to the seven an
All its songsters first awake.
was wanted either to sustain the labourers in gospel. I fear the object is too much to pro in the great work of evangelizing the world, gels were given the seven trumpets. It is the
IIow beautiful! the starry night,
their journeyings or private Christians, when duce present impressions, by superficial repre not so to take the guage of the zeal of the accepted time—the time prepared for the church
When its meek and mellow light,
they forsook, or were spoiled of houses and lands sentations and temporary excitements, than de churches, as to graduate the missionary effort to speak to her people, and summon them to
Stealing through the trees, is seen,
for the kingdom, then, “as many as were pos liberately and carefully to uncover the root of by the present missionary spirit, and thus be the their work, and send out her angels with the
On the jocund village green;
Beautiful the dreams of sleep,
sessors of houses or lands, sold them, and dis the matter, and engraft great, permanent princi followers, instead of the leaders of the church trumpet of the everlasting gospel. Oh! may
When the spirit wrapt and deep,
tribution was made to every man according as he ples of self-consecration and effort. I fear that es; but to set up the banner of the Lord of God, who hath given us the sweet calm, give us
Wanders ’neath Lethean spell,
had need.”
to get money fora present enterprise is suffered Hosts on the highest and broadest ground of grace to keep it, and use it, not for slumber and
To a land where angels dwell.
The word only waits for a'corresponding spirit too much to interfere with the slower but surer missionary duty and privilege, and summon the self-gratulation, but for fervent thanksgiving
And Oh! how beautiful to see
to return to the church, to see the hand of the object of securing hearts and minds prepared churches to sustain it ; it is to excite and call and prayer; for united action; for unwearied
Love’s unchanged fidelity,
Lord as wonderfully exerted in the conversion for all enterprises of zeal and wisdom. There out the missionary spirit, by taking up such love; for uncrippled and undaunted enterprise
Hearts that beat through good and ill,
of the nations, as ever of old. Modern moun is a great lack of knowledge on this subject.— positions of bold confidence in God, and zeal —not saving the energies which, in worse times
True, and fond, and faithful still;
Beautiful, when years have sped
tains are levelled as easily as ancient. Our Multitudes imagine that the missionary spirit for his gospel—by commencing such enter would he spent in household strife, to be put
O’er a parents’ honored head,
weapons are the same that primitive Christians is something altogether separate from the spirit prises of zeal and responsibility as will make by in usefulness—but rejoicing that we can con
Is the watchful care we bless
used. The God of our fathers is our God— of the ordinary ministry, and especially of or the ministry and the people realize’that they centrate them so much the more profitably upon
In a child’s devotedness.
“ the same yesterday, to-day, and for ever.” dinary piety ; so that one may have no zeal for have all much to do,and that great efforts of love the one work of propagating the gospel.
I have no time left to say any thing upon the
IIow beautiful! that quenchless power,
Want of labourers is not our difficulty; for the promotion of the gospel, and yet be desti and zeal are required of all. The churches ex
Unsubdued in darkest hour,
pect this of their agents, in the direction of this necessity of a spirit ofprayer for the sending of
tute
of
no
important
feature
of
a
consistent
there
are
men
enough
in
the
Christian
house
Unsubdued when fortune’s beam
hold, consecrated, soul and body, to God, and Christian. They suppose, also, that missionary cause. The work of sustaining is their own ; labourers, and for the increaseof a general mis
Gaily gilds life’s varying stream;
Virtue! thine this glorious sway,
the right spirit would bring them to the field. associations and efforts are so entirely distinct that of guiding and projecting, of calling out sionary spirit, and for all the wisdom and suc
Thou the gem of fairest ray,
Want of money is not our difficulty; for a great from the church, so incidental and extra to the the strength of the church, and putting it to cess ofthe work. And yet it is almost the very
Thou the fairest flower we cull,
abundance has already been consecrated to ordinary duties and objects of her organization, constant, vigorous exercise, they have entrust work itself. A spirit that shall take off our
Crown of all, most beautiful!
God in the baptism of our professing Christians, that church duty and missionary duty, church ed to their representatives. What our people eyes from the difficulties, and set them imnzoveand nothing but the right spirit is needed to membership and obligation to take part in mis will be ready to sustain, depends, in a very im ably upon God, to open the door and convert
S E L F-E X A M I N AT IO N;
bring it out to the work, as the church shall sionary work, are entirely distinct and inde portant degree, upon what their board of mis men for the field, and prepare hearts to sustain
them, is just that, without which our calm will
OR 365 QUESTIONS, BEING ONE FOR EVERY DAY have opportunity for its use, “ Create in us a pendent; so that if one choose to have nothing sions shall have faith and enterprise to under
our death, and with which our weakness shall
IN THE YEAR.
clean heart, oh God, and renew within us a right to do with any effort to propagate the gospel take. If the latter call for hut little self-denial be
be strength, the sea our highway, the rock our
spirit 1 Then will zve teach transgressors thy zvays, beyond the circle of his own interests, he may and little earnestness of zeal, and little concen fountain, the desert as the garden of the Lord
OCTOBER.
and sinners shall he converted unto thee.” Then, still be a very consistent member of the church. tration of effort, either among the people or
21. As pride inclines me to boast of present attainments though inspiration to preach, and miracles to Earnest teaching is needed to show our people, the ministry, the spirit of both will he feeble, and the zvholeworld His church. “He that hath
floss it not also sometimes operate in making me conceal attest “ the truth as it is in Jesus,” be never and keep them in remembrance, how the spirit and the little demanded will he.far worse ren ears to hear, let him hear zvhat the Spirit saith
unto the churches.”
former infirmity, poverty, or ill-success?
vouchsafed, to the world again, the power that and field of the ordinary ministry and of the dered, than if, in-the noble daring of men put
Let the sound be heard on earth universally
ting
their
trust
in
God,
they
had
increased
their
22. Do 1 fla.W'j study to keep a conscience void of offence
most
devoted
missionary
are
essentially
one,
ave them once will still be with the church
and
without ceasing, from the lips and hearts of
claim
an
hundred
fold.
towards God, and towards men a
to make some other means equally mighty. Then so that to support missions in their most unlim
23. Are my alms the product of superftuwW.,
Let it be always remembered, that for all the the people of God: “Thy kingdom come;
though there should seem no opening in the ited aim, is as much their duty as to support the
denial ?
emP“v ^<. darkness, thg way wiH appear fast ministry. And again, how entirely the spirit purposes of missions, as far as opportunity may thy will be done on earth as it is heaven”—and
21. Am I inattentive to others, through too great ea enough for the cliurcr,
wRhout de of the most self-consecrated missionary and of ever be opened, the missionary society, by which soon the seventh angel shall sound, and there
lay; but not so fast, or so far in the distance,
gerness to speak of, or for, myself?
ate Christian are essentially one, so that I mean the church, is abundantly possessed both shall be heard great voices in heaven, saying;
or means and menAt the font of baptism, Allelujah! “The kingdoms of this world are
25. Am 1 willing in my proper sphere to decrease that but that, as in the journeying of Israel, and the to be self-denied, anu u
primitive propagation of the gospel, she may count not property or life dear unto us for and the table of the Lord, there hath been a become the kingdoms of our Lord and of his
others may increase ?
26. What is my light ? is it a spark of my own kindling feel that at every step, she walks by faith, and Christ’s sake, is as binding on one as the other. consecration of soul, and body, and substance, Christ, and He shall reign for ever and ever.”
And again, how entirely the church is a mis to the will of her great Head, on the part of Amen.
or kindled by Ilim who is the light which lighteth every that all the power, and all the wisdom, and all
sionary society, in its grand design, in the spirit every attendant at either, which can be neither
the
conquest,
are
of
God.
man that cometh into the world? (John i. 9.)
“The signs of the times,” at present, in re and object of its divine Founder, in the primitive strengthened nor withdrawn. “All things are
RELIGIOUS.
27. Do I wish to have inscribed on myself and every
gard to the prospect of a great increase of spirit commission of its ministry, and in the work ready.” The gold and the silver are provided.
thing belonging tome “holiness to the Lord?”
i and effort, for the propagation of the gospel, are which the I.ord has given its every member to The men who profess to be given to the Lord,
From the New York Observer,
] decidedly encouraging. There is a renovating do ; so that the Missionary Institution of the are provided. The Lord hath set the open
HINTS TO MINISTERS.
THE OBSERVER.
hand at work in various sections of the protes- world is the Church of Christ on earth, of which door. The destitute are anxiously waiting.—
Help me, thou Friend of sinners, to be noth
tant church. The revival of religion in the min all properly constituted missionary hoards are The*1 Holy Spirit, for the needed power and bless ing, to say nothing, that thou raayst say and do
THE MISSIONARY CHARACTER, istry, and among the members of that venerat but subordinate committees to facilitate the ac ing is promised. All things are ready ; except the every thing, and be my all in all__ WhiteAND DUTY OF THE CHURCH.
ed parent church, through which we love to tion of that one great society ; consequently hearts of those who have vowed the vows ofthe field.
remember, that our articles of faith, and our that every member of the church, by the vows Christian covenant, to pay the Lord that which
“ Ye are the light of the world.1’—Matthew, v. 11.
We want nothing but the return of aposto
I CONCLUDED, j
beloved liturgy, and our apostolic order, and of that baptism in which he was consecrated they promised. Yet lack we one thing.—A lical simplicity, self-denial, and love, to bring a
There was a time when the duty of doing our holy scriptures, were derived, and between to Christ, and by his every renewal of those great increase of a sense ofthe solemn obliga Pentecostal effusion of the Spirit upon our Min
good, according to opportunity, and of shining which and ourselves, I hope the sense of spe vows at the table of the Lord, stands committed tion of every member of the church, to live for istrations. Bridges.
Hooker used to say, “ That the life of a pious
as each Christian was enabled of God, was well cial relationship, and the desire of entire co-op and pledged to take part with his heart and the propagation of the gospel ; so that if the
fulfilled in the church. It was in the day of her eration in all common labours, may continually mind and prayers and substance, as he hath op Lord should say to any, as he said to one of old, clergyman was visible rhetoric;” and Herbert
“first love.” The love of Christ constrained all increase—the revival of religion in the church portunity, in promoting the gospel to the ends go sell all that thou hast, and give to the needy, that “thevirtuous life of a clergyman is the most
ranks and offices in the household to live not of our mother-country, during the last forty of the earth, and cannot take back this pledge and come take up thy cross and follow me, there powerful eloquence.”—Lives.
Our preaching ought to be above the rate
unto themselves.—Ministers of all degrees were years, and now proceeding more hopefully than till he takes back his baptismal vows, nor escape would be love and obedience in his heart suffi
indeed as blazing stars in the right hand of the ever—exhibiting its blessings in a mind of spe this obligation, till he shall escape the duty of cient for the sacrifice. To promote this, 1 know of moral philosophers. Our divine orator should
Lord. The various sections of the church were cial spirituality and scriptural simplicity, and being a member of Christ’s church, and a fol how much the Lord expects of his parochial fetch not only his speculations and notions,
to the surrounding night as so manyegolden in a zeal to promote the gospel, of remarkable lower of God. Let our parochial ministry, ministry. I know the talent with which he has but his materials for practice, from the evan
candlesticks,lit up and kept bright by the Lord, beauty and wisdom, so that her noble universi standing before their flocks in that spirit of fer entrusted them for this end. I know the inef gelical writings; this he must do, or else he is
who walked in their midst. It could be said ties are deeply feeling the renovating influence, vent love to God and man which belongs to ficacy of any organization for missionary busi no Minister of the New Testament.—Dr. J.
with truth, of Christians in general, as St. Paul and the whole church may be regarded, not their office, whether it be exercised on Christian ness without their co-operation, each in his own Edwards.
Steep your sermons in your hearts before
said to those of Philippi, that “in the midst of withstanding her present secular troubles, as or heathen soil, be diligent and faithful to in sphere, as the agent of the Lord in this cause.
a crooked and perverse nation” they shone more prosperous spiritually, more lovely in holi culcate these simple elements of Christian duty; But I know, also, how much depends upon the you preach them.—Bp. Felton.
let
them
summon
their
people
as
professed
ser

ness,
more
vigorous
in
effort,
more
united
in
lead given by the constituted direction. I
Choose rather to touch than to charm, to
*‘as lights in the world holdingforth the word of ness
life” Every point was radiant; every limb was counsel, and more rapidly preparing for every vants of the missionary cause, by their very would have them, not only confident in God the convert than to be admired, to force tears than
active. Every member bad. not the same office, good work, than at any preceding era of her Christian name and church membership, to the Son, as the God of missions—who saith in an applause. Give up every thing to secure the
but the same spirit. White some only preached, history ; this (I say) is one of the signs of the fulfilment of their vows ; let them value the swer to all fears, “ Certainly Izvill he with thee, salvation of your hearers.— Gisbert.
least success in reading their people, out of —not only quick-sighted with the eye of faith,
all laboured; all loved, all lived by faith, all times, which all the world may aeeYou must rather leave the ark to shake as it
There is another of parallel features, in most love to Christ, to deny themselves and take up and the soul of love, to discover the open door ' shall please God, than put unworthy hands to
denied themselves, all continued instant in
the
cross,
however
little
their
ability
to
give,
respects,
and
of
great
interest
and
encourage

to
any
missionary
field,
and
then
undaunted
in
prayer that the kingdom of God might come.
hold it up.—Lord Bacon.
Then consequently it was that “ the word of ment, though upon a reduced scale, in our own as unspeakably more precious and availing, the spirit of aggressive enterprise, to sound the
Our work is open to the oracles of God, even
through
prayer
and
faith,
to
the
progress
of
the
trump of onset, and send their captains to the those sacred profound things that angels search
God exceedingly grew and prevailed”—that Episcopal Church. The movements elsewhere
the heathen were astonished at the rapidity of are impressive. That,in the kingdom of Satan, gospel, than a hundred fold their gifts without breach; but for the sake of enlisting the spirit into; and if God did not help us, we might
its spread—that all barriers and persecutions evinced in the new mustering of the forces of their love. Let them teach diligently the doings of the churches the more vigorously, 1 would soon sink under the weight of such a burden?_
were as insufficient to check it as to prevent the discord and infidelity, is not the least. There and efforts of the missionary cause, as well as have them count so much upon that very spirit, T. Watson.
progress of the morning light; that the preach is a movement every where in the heathen world its principles, keeping the mass of the whole as to assume a great responsibility which noth
Antonius,archbishop of Florence in the fif
ers of the gospel in some ten or fifteen years —a movement of blind dissatisfaction with what field, as it were, always suspended in their view; ing but a great increase of the same can enable teenth century, after a long and laborious life,
after the death of Christ,were characterised by is possessed, and of undefined expectation of the waste places of our own land : the fearful them to sustain : and then 1 would have them often, in his dying moments, declared, as he
the heathen as they that had turned the world what is to come, which shows a hand at work in destitutions of our great west; the alarming in speak to the churches as men having authority, had frequently done in health, “To serve God
upside down. This was not because apostles the dark. How astonishing the leading of Provi crease of its population over the supply of an affectionately indeed, and kindly, and prudently, is to reign.”—Church History.
preached or miracles were wrought, for the dence, in regard to the empire of China. From educated ministry ; the tremendous population but with the tone, and from the position of men
It will not avail, to beat a man off from his
gospel treasure was in “ earthen vessels” then the walls of that great Jericho of paganism, the of the empire of heathenism ; let the minds, and representing, not a voluntary institution—not drunkenness into a sober formality: a skilful
hearts,
and
consciences
of
the
people
be
called
some association arbitrarily connected with the master of assemblies lays his axe at the root,
as since. “ The excellency of the power” was private signal, though it be but as the scarlet
all of God. He, by his converting Spirit, in thread, has already been displayed—indicating, to these things, not merely as occasional sub church—but representing, by regular delega drives still at the heart.—Dr. Owen.
jects
when
a
collection
of
money
is
to
be
made,
tion the whole Episcopal church of this land,
the ordinary way of his holy influences, blessed that even now there are those there who look
The great secret of ruling a Church is to
the word and gave the increase. This he did by for redemption in Israel. That our church has but as matters of daily interest and prayer.— and God the Son, who sitteth upon the throne, convince them that you love them, and say and
Let
ministers
be
careful
to
exercise
the
interest
as its head. I would have them speak, not do every thing for their good.—A. Fuller.
his church exclusively. “Her light” had come obeyed that call, so far as has been done, in
in the coming of the Messiah.—“ The glory of sending the brethren who have recently gone of their people in these things, however feeble merely to the will, but also to the consciences
Let your life be a commentary on your ser
it
be,
and
however
little
their
ability
to
do
else
of the people ; taking the position, that what mons.—Lamont.
the Lord” had risen upon her,when that “day- out from us for the work of the Lord in that
than
love
and
pray.
And
in
this
let
them
seek
the
church
needs
for
the
work,
as
far
as
her
metropolis
of
the
heathen
;
and
that,
in
our
spring from on high” had visited her. And it
Brethren, if souls be your end, you will cer
was jus tbecause she was willing to rejoice in that schools of divinity, there were young men, who, the poor of the kingdom. It is gross injustice members possess it, the church already owns tainly intend it as well out of the pulpit as in it.
and
cruelty
to
pass
by
those
who
have
no
mo

for the work, in the fact that it is in the posses Baxter.
light, and arose in her reflected beauty, and at the call of the church, were ready to say,
shone as the Lord was pleased to pour his light here are we, send us, and that many more wait ney to give,when we would promote this cause sion of her members : and thus, instead of bow
The Christian Minister should endeavor to
upon her, that her line went out through all the voice of the church to mark out their field as if money were all it needed—as if it were not ing to them in the servile begging of a gratui turn the eyes of every one of his hearers on him
the
duty
and
the
privilege
of
those
who
have
ty, standing by the side of the baptismal font, self.—11. Hall.
the earth and her words to the end of the world, in the empire of heathenism, is a very encour
and “ the forces of the Gentiles” were brought aging evidence of the progress of right views neither silver nor gold, to give such as they and the sacramental table, and with one hand
To give our discourses weight, it should ap
have
;
as
if
it
were
not
the
prayer
of
faith
and
upon the cross, and the other pointing to a world pear that we are led to them by our texts.—
unto her. It was the collective energy of of the missionary obligation, and a right spirit
the
labour
of
love,
in
which
the
poor
are
quite
in
ruins
—
rebellious
and
perishing,
and
yet
re

for
its
fulfilment.
But
still,
how
much
increase
the whole church, ail alive unto God in her
Bp. Burnet.
several members, that formed the strength of of scriptural views, and of a scriptural, primi as rich as others, that form the strength of the deemed by the blood of the Lamb—solemnly,
Satan would have nie while away my life in
whole
missionary
enterprise.
A
very
large
part
affectionately claiming the men and the means inactivity, under pretences of modesty, diffi
the ministry of each particular labourer, whe tive spirit, in this respect, has yet to take place
of
the
expense
of
the
whole
work
of
the
Church
with which to propagate the gospel. The peo dence, and humility, and he is never wanting to
ther he wrought as an ordained preacher or in our ministry, among our candidates for or
otherwise. And the force of that collective en- ders, and throughout the body of our laity— Missionary Society in England is sustained by ple wait to “ hear what the Spirit saith'unto the furnish me with excuses for delaying or shifting
^gy did not depend upon the numbers compos- what increase of the spirit of self-denial, self the penny subscriptions of the poor ; and how churches” on this subject. And the sooner it services.—T. Scott.
whole church, “for the Lord can save consecration, and simple obedience to the claims much more has been done by their prayers, he shall be spoken, not merely by a formal resolu
In my pursuits of whatever kind, let thia
asby many,” but upon the proportion of Christ; what a growth of solemn, affection only knows who offers them in his golden censer tion, but by line upon line.of plain and full in come to my mind, “How much shall I value
before
the
mercy-seat
of
God.
If
the
poor
have
struction, as the voice of the body of Christ—
u 11 n
prayer, and diligent obedience to ate, and prayerful consideration of the immense
the will of
(
J , church he. demand for men to labour, and means to sustain the gospel preached to them, the poor have a “ Prepare ye the way of the Lord,”—the sooner this on my death bed?”-—Pres. Edwards.
A sermon should be made for a text, and not
her her number.
fev
Th(! five them in our new and rapidly populating states! right and are bound to join in having the gos and the more submissively will the great lesson
a
text
for a sermon.—Burnet.
thousand were fed,
J- ,
What enlargement of zeal for the benighted pel preached to those more needy in this res be every where learned, and will every limb of
Am I more fit to serve and enjoy God than I
is,en nr hand, hut the t,«„css"o[. (he Jis'ipl<,s heathen, and the scattered sheep of the house pect than themselves.
the whole body' become instinct with the spirit was last week ?—S. Pearce.
to distribute what there was, and God gave the of Israel; how much more of that love of Christ
It is a most mistaken policy, when pecuniary of the common Head.
In preachi ng, study not to draw applause
increase till the last had eaten, Thus was ex- which constraineth men to live not unto them means are to be obtained for this cause, to seek
but
groans from the hearers.—Jerome.
And
now
is
the
time
for
that
voice
to
be
hibited, in a figure,
the feeding the natifinR selves, and to count all things but loss, for the them almost exclusively from a comparatively
—
with the bread of life, out of the slenflCr rcsourJ excellency of knowing and diffusing the know small number of the more efficient; instead of heard. The Lord hath stood torth amidst the
WITHOUT GOD IN THE WORLD.
ces, and by the few labourers of the earliest ledge of Christ, do we need, before our church courting the minor contributions of the poor intestine strivings and agitations, with which
These words have a melancholy significance in
church.—'There was no proportion between the may be considered to have fairly arisen, and of Christ’s flock, and thus multiplying, so much we were once distracted, and commanded
fneans with which the church began, and the trimmed her lamp, and gone forth to meet her the more, the minds and hearts and prayers,_ peace, that our church may speak His will.— a large city. Of the swarming thousands in its
And now there is peace. Though the storm be great thoroughfares, how emphatically true is it,
wonderful results that ensued. But such as Lord in his
mio &iuiiuuo
glorious appearing as “ a light to the labourers, together with God, that would every where else, and there seems no prospect that they are without God! What immense tides
Christians had, they were willing to give ; and | lighten the Gentiles !”
be led to feel a deep interest in the cause, and but of its raging more and more; within our of human life are hastening to their last account
GEORGE AV. MYKRS, PRINTER.
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From the Literary and Theological Review.
RADICALISM.

Radicalism always discloses n still greater
destitution of moraI than of intellectual excel
lencies. There is a class of graceful virtues,
which constitute a kind of code of honor, desig
ned to regulate the demeanor of imperfect
beings towards each other, and to soften the as
perities to which their society is liable. To this
class ol’ virtues belong modest diffidence in one's
own opinion, when opposed to that of all the
world, candid indulgence of the prejudices of
others, charitable forbearance of their faults,
and a favorable construction of what may ap
pear against them,—due respect to the claims
of prescriptive authority of whatever kind it
maybe,—deference to age, office, and other ti
tles to regard. The exercise of these virtues,
while it is not inconsistent with the higher moral
virtues, is absolutely essential to the decorun
and happiness of human society. Disregarding
them would soon introduce the most shameless
barbarities in place of all those pleasant charities
by which the social state of depraved beings
is sweetened and adorned.
Let the reader now present before his mind
any one of the leading spirits ol Radical reform
whom lie may happen to know, he will find,
that his prominent characteristics grow out of
the absence of these comely and excellent vir
tues. It belongs to the very idea of a Radical
to he self-confident and dogmatical, uncandid
and intolerant, censorious and contumacious.
Ho lays no claim to the virtues which have
been mentioned, and even despises and con
demns them. Modesty and self-diffidence he
regards as effeminacy and indecision ; charity
and tolerance towards the faults of others, as
cowardly compromise with sin; and every kind of
deference to authority or station, as base ser
vility. Sternness, rigor, ar.d rudeness ot de
meanor towards even the slightest delinquen
cy, he considers as the indices of moral cour
age and the distinctive graces of the lion-heart
ed Reformer. In following his courted con
ceptions of what should he, lie never allows him
self to be in the least encumbered by what has
been, and proceeds in all respects,

tempting to describe, thantheir assuming in their
own strength to effect the most signal revolutions
in the state of the world and their attributing
themselves the wisdom, power, and glory when
such revolutions have been accomplished. How
often are they heard to speak of what they have
done, are doing or are about to do to change
the state of society without any reference ex
pressed or remotely implied, to that Power y
which alone any change for the better ever »as
been or can be wrought.—It has been said ot
some modern infidel philosophers, that t iey
were accustomed to speak as confident about the
nature of things, and to seem to know as much
about the laws of being, as if they had assisted
in making the world. And it may be said with
equal truth of some of our modern reformers,
that they are wont to carry themselves as lof
tily with respect to the existing state ant
coming destiny of the world as though they assisted in governing it, and had enthroned themselves beside the Monarch of the universe.—
Deeming their allotted sphere of duty too pri
vate and inconsiderable for their superior powers
they seek a larger stage, where they may act
their part in view of the world. Without wait
ing either for a human call, or for the indica
tions of the Divine will, they spend their
strength in attempting to break open a door
which Providence has closed against them, but
which their wilful spirit prompts them to enter.
Intoxicated with the idea of universal reform
they soon forget their utter incompetency to
effect it, and swelling in the conciet of their
ability in proportion to the grandeurof thc con
templated enterprize, they at length fancy
themselves invested with power commensurate
with the claims they suppose made upon them,
and the responsibilities they have gratuitously
assumed. Putting on the airs of Dictators in
the moral kingdom, they decree, in the pleni
tude of their imagined authority, the downfall
of existing systems, and ordain a new state of
things.
From the Connecticut Observer.
THE STRANGER IN HARTFORD CONN.

of the woHd
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of’wha^christian virtue should be, and tooiunOI •
i ..nehnritable in their censures of the
The latter is doubtless true. But surely they require no morei to
make up the Christian character than does the
Bible Every trait which enters into the most
Dime.
y
. . character is there
perfect conception of tins
<
variously and solemnly demanded. Aly neau
ideal' of Christian perfection includes no more
ban may be found in the picture done by the
hand of a christian-a sincere chr.st.an and of
the first of poets. His model is
The man whose heart is warm.
Whose hands are pure, whose doctrines and whose life
Coincident, exhibit lucid proof
That he is honest in the sacred cause
Simple, grave, sincere
In doctrine uncorrupt: in language plain.
And plain in manner—decent., solemn, chaste
Affectionate in look
And tender in address, as well.becomes
A messenger of grace to guilty men.

Here I will stop my rambling, and apologize
for troubling you with reflections upon asubject,
about which, I regret, I know so little, but
which it may he my good fortune some day to
understand more perfectly. Although young I
have seen and tried the world enough to be con
vinced of its utter emptiness, and often feel to
exclaim with the ill-fated Byron,
“O happiest they of human race
To whom our God have given grace,
To hear, to read, to fear, to pray
To lift the latch, and force the way.”

But my apology. Three reasons then have
conspired to produce this paper. 1. A dark
rainy morning. 2. The want of an interesting
book to employ my attention my room affording
but a single mutilated volume, and, 3. The
sight of your sign, ‘Connecticut Observer,”
which directly opposite salutes my gaze so of
ten as I look out of my window. Here then
confined by the weather to my room, and inclin
ed by my circumstances to sober thought your
sign every time it meets my eyes, as in compas
sion to my solitariness,seemed kindly to invite an
unreserved communication of the heart, which to
a stranger in my circumstances was a favor not
to be declined. So I have given you a real and
what was to me an interesting incident with
the reflections growing out of it. These reflec
tions may be uninteresting to your mind, but
as a good man it will not be unacceptable to
your heart to know that the scribbling of these
lines have afforded some relief to as lone
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I have seen youi

at all times equally beneficial to man, know but a few minutes; yet I know you as if I
ledge is not equally to he acquired and retaine lived an age with you. Shall I reveal yOlJ
at all times. The tares of the world grow up in yourself? Shall I tell your fortune?”
the mind, and choak and destroy the good seed. It ? Mr. de Lamartine declined politely the- ofier
has often been observed, as a matter of surprise, of Lad}' Stanhope, saying that he had no neej
that old age should perfectly remember early and of a revelation to know that lie was nothin,
remote circumstances, while, perhaps, the concerns himself but corruption, infirmity and wretch6,
and occurrences of yesterday are forgotten. When edness. “As to secrets of my future being'
properly considered, where, alas! is the wonder. added he, “I believe I should offend the Deity
The difference is that, between an inscription on who conceals them from me, if I should ask (J
the sand of the wave beaten shore, and on the eter
know them of a creature.”
1
nal Rock. The mind, the immortal essence of
“No matter, then,” replied Lady Esther
man, is even the same, or perhaps, grows brighter “believe as you please.
lor myself, J
as it returns to the bosom of its God; but thc phy plainly that you are under the influence of three
sical faculties, through which it holds communion lucky, powerful and good stars, who haveenwith the concerns of life, are broken and impaired dowed you with similar faculties, and which con.
by a<ve: the functions of the body, the outposts and duct you to an end, that I could, if you wjs^
sentinels of the mind, are asleep, and convey no dis ed point out to you now. God has led you here
tinct announcement to the citadel, either of the ap
to enlighten your mind; you are an inquisitive
proach of friend or foe. In other words, the im
pression thus made upon the brain is a dreamy, vis and benevolent man, needed as an instrument
ionary, fugitive expression, that lasts for a moment for works soon to be accomplished among men
Do you believe the kingdom of the Messiah is
and is then forever gone. Youth is the season come ?”
for improvement; he that passes his maturity with
“ [ was born a Christ^;- wag ths
,
out knowledge, has no time left hut for remorse.
“A Christian! she replied
‘ (
“For he,” says a distinguished moralist, “that am I a Christian ! But has not he
a
hopes to look back hereafter with satisfaction upon call Christ, said: ‘ I speak to you now in y "
past years, must learn the present value of single able§; but he wuy
vulllctll
ultcl
UJe
5naJJ
who cometh after me shall
minutes, and endeavor to let no particle of time
and jn trut|u> This ig {
I
fall useless to the ground. A sufficient deduction we expect.”
------whom
v
This is ,he
we expect
is made from our brief career, by the unavoidable Th'sisthe Messiah not yet come, but who is
appropriations of life.
not far off, whom we shall see with our eyes
Many imagine that time is most important to the and for whose coming the world is ready! What
aged. This is a glaring error. As well might it do you answer? How can you deny or distort
be said that winter was the most important season the very words of our Gospel, which I have
to the husbandman, who has neglected seed time. cited ? What are your reasons for believing jn
That season of life, I appeal to all experience to Christ?”
confirm the doctrine, which is most vital to the
“ Excuse me. Madam, from entering witli
happiness of man and exercises the most powerful you into such a discussion; I do not allow it
control over the prospects of life, is that which ye even with myself. There are two lights fa
now enjoy. Rightly considered and appreciated, man; one enlightens his mind, and may be dis.
how blessed are the abodes of learning how re cussed, and be doubted of, for it often leads to
freshing thc shades of Academus—‘ lull of fresh error; the other enlightens the heart, and ne
verdure and unnumbered flowers, the negligence of ver deceives; for it is at once both evidence
nature.” How enlivening the scene when the and conviction, and for us miserable mortals,
young heart, inspired by sentiments which ripened truth is but conviction. God alone knows the
into liberal exercise in future life, shall at the same truth otherwise, and as truth ; we only possess
time impart a rich reward to the possessor, and it as faith ! I believe in Christ, because he has
confer permanent and invaluable blessing’s upon brought to earth the most sacred, efficient and
the society to which he belongs. And yet, how sel divine doctrine which ever illuminated the hudom are these blessings appreciated, until they are man mind. A doctrine so heavenly cannot4
lost? IIow often are they sacrificed or contemned the fruit of deception and falsehood.
TV
for the vain pursuit of empty and delusive phantoms, Christian says, as reason says, doctrines are
which perish in the grasp?
known by their effects on the We, as a tree is
The hours of youth unemployed or misdirected known by its fruits- 'She fruits of Chrstiauity ([
instead of adding their contributions to the enjoy sneak of its fruits here, rather them chosc.^.
fective fruits of this lite,) are infinite, perfect
ments of life, and supplying the pillow udo»
,
, age may sec.n>-o j .epose,
often either and divine; therefore, the doctrine itself is di
advanced
i
un unworthy doom, or conoemn us in de vine; therefore, its Author is a divine Word,
clining years, in order that lost opportunities may as he calls himself. Thus you see why I ama
be retrieved, (if they ever can be retrieved) to those Christian ; you see all my religious controversy
intolerable burdens which we shrunk and recoil is with myself; with others I have none; you
ed from in the pride of health and vigor. He that is need not try to convince a man of what he al
content, like the worthless weed, to vegetate where ready believes.”
he grows, instead of embellishing the bosom of so
“But,” she replied, “do you find the social
ciety by his moral and intellectual bloom and beau political and religious world well arranged? and
ty, can scarcely be said to live. The enjoyments do you not feel, what e^ery one feels the need
of existence are unknown to him—he takes no de of a Messiah whom we soon expect ?”
light in the accomplishments of those around him,
“ Oh ! that is another question. No one
for they remind him of his hours misspent, and fa more than I suffers and groans in the genera/
culties unimproved; and, deriving no pleasure from groaning of nature, of men and of society."
The conversation continued on the same sub
without, he has no world within, to which he can
retreat for consolation or repose—“A cypress, ject between Lady Stanhope and Mr, de Linot a bosom, hides his poor heart.” In this con martine. She told him that he was apoet,az?J
dition he yields to the unholy blandishments of vice that she saw this in his eyes and his foraWd;
—herds like the prodigal, with swine, extinguish and yet she had never heard before of the n®.
ing the spark of the divinity which once burnt of Lamartine I She led him into her garden,
brightly within him, and prostituting his glorious where nothing profane was allowed to enter,
“Fate,” said she to him, “has sent you here and
birthright to perpetual shame.

A few evenings since, the first after my arri
val at thc City Hotel, I was under the necessity
(thehouse being full) of passing the night in a
room in which two others were to be lodgers.
I had not long been seated at the window of
my chamber watching the mimic clouds of
smoke fantastically curling away from one of a
few choice cigars I had brought with me from
a foreign port, before two gentlemen, appar
ently father and son was ushered into the room.
The elder was a tall venerable man, apparently
in bad health. After making some few pre
parations for tho niuht he approached thespot
where I was sitting enveloped in smoke conver
sing with iny own thoughts, and remarked with
a manner full of solemnity and kindness, if
TIME.
there were no objections in my mind we would
The following forcible remarks on the value of time to
unite in prayer before retiring to rest. His pray
er was humble and fervent.
Flic subdued the young are from the address of David Paul Brown, Esq
earnestness of the worshipper and appropri to the literary societies of Rutger’s College, N. J. We
ateness of his petitions interested and edifi commend them to the attentive perusal of those to whom
ed me. And if a heart so far as mine from they are addressed.
habitual acquaintance with the spirit of sa
Another and most important subject, is Time: in
cred things could be bettered, then was mine considering which, I should not bo unmindful of
henefitted by this simple service. Under the sim the draught already made upon your attention.
ple, fervent, intelligent prayer, the feelings of
“The time of life is short,
my heart were subdued and mellowed—my
To spend that shortness basely, t’were too long,
perception of divine things (at least for the
Tho’ time did ride upon a dial’s point,
moment) cleared; and my mind shaded over
Still ending at thc arrival of an hour.”
with a hue of moral feeling—so sober, so unlike
Or in language more solemn, and not less affect
its worldly rambling state just before the ser ing or poetically beautiful—“Man is of few days,
vice, that I could not but be struck with the
difference. Of the theory of religion I believe and full of trouble—he cometh forth like a flower,
a surprising sympathy between our stars promps
I know enough to save me from the mistaken and is cut down; he fleeth also as a shadow and
From thc Correspondence ofthe New York Observer.
me to confide in you what I conceal from the pro
continucth
not.
”
Yet,
is
it
not
most
extraordinary,
supposition that what I felt was religion.—Re
LADY ESTHER STANHOPE AND AIR. DE
fane. Come, I wish you to see with your orn
that
surrounded
as
we
are
by
these
lessons
up

As if the world were now but to begin,
ligion to he genuine must consist in more than
LAMARTINE.
eyes a prodigy of nature, the destiny of which
Antiquity forgot, custom not known,
on the brevity and importance of time—Time,
Tlio rutiliersand props of every word.—Hamlet. transient sensations—it is found, as I apprehend, the very tenure by which we hold all our earthly,
Bolbec, (Lower Seine,} April 7, 1835.
is known only to me and my followers. The
in permanent abiding states of moral feeling.
Mr.de Lamartine having arrived in the coun prophecies of the east have announced it for
The deformity of this self-confidence, and But seasons of mental tenderness—of softnings may I not say, all our heavenly interest; Time,
disregard of received opinions and customs, of heart, if too evanescent and superficial to without which nothing can be achieved, with which try where this extraordinary woman resided, ages, and yon shall judge for yourself if these
cannot be better shown than in contrast with deserve the sacred appellation of piety, are ne carefully improved, the world is too narrow for desired to sec her, but this was a difficult mat prophecies are not accomplished.”
She opened a gate in the garden which led/'
some of the beautiful exhibitions of the modest vertheless the antecedent and the necessary an the Majesty of man; and he would seem ever, while ter; for lady Esther refused all communication
waving of individual judgement on the part tecedent states to Christian piety.
moving in a temporal sphere, to entrench upon with English travellers, with women, with even a small interior court, and Mr. de Lame#
the members of her own family. The french perceived two magnificent Arabian mares, oh
of truly great men, out of respect to the general
The incident which I have related gave a so eternity. I say is it not most marvelous, that,thus poet resolved, however, to ask an interview, superior breed and rare perfection of form.
voice. Bishop Hall, thus writes to his broth
permitted
to
enjoy
this
precious
heritage,
we
should
“Approach,” said she to him, “and look at
cr,* “Let me advice you to walk ever in the ber turn to my reflections for the evening, un in some instances actually employ one half of our and wrote her a letter commencing as follows:
“My Lady,—A traveller like yourself, a this bay mare ; see if nature has not fulfilled in
beaten road of the church; not to run out til ‘tired nature’s sweet restorer’ suspended lives in inventing means for wasting or escaping
thought in slumber, I couldjnot but reflect how from the other. 1 imc may bo oaid to be the ve stranger as you are in the East, come like you her what is written of the ass tr^'cA
into single paradoxes. And if you meet at any much
might be accomplished for the good of
time with private conceits that seem more pro thoughtless man were all Christians in their in ry soil ol our existence. We may convert it by to view nature, Tier ruins, cxxxdL tlie works of* carry the Messiah : she shall he born saddled t
In fact, this beautiful animal did exhibits
bable, suspect them and yourself; and if they tercourse with the world to copy the example prudent culture, into a smiling paradise or abandon God, I have arrived in Syria with my family.
can win you to assent, yet smother them in your of the sincere Christian stranger to whom I it as a bleak and barren and blasted heath, to the I should reckon among the most interesting days caprice of nature odd enough to delude the vul
breast, and do not dare to vent them out, either have alluded. How many are there who are tempest and the wrath of offended Heaven. We of my journey that on which I should he ac gar credulity of a half barbarous people. The j
by your hand or tongue, to trouble the common full of devotion on special occasions, at times, measure and divide, decorate and improve every quainted with a woman, who is herself one of mare had, near the shoulders, a cavity so deep,
peace. It is a miserable praise to be. a witty dis
and so like the shape of a Turkish saddle, that
moment or portion of it—fill it with fragrant flow the wonders of the east I visit.”
The request ot Mr. de Lamartine was re she might be said truly to be born wddted;aud
turber.” It is recorded of Mr. Hale by the and under circumstances where piety incurs no ers and luscious fruit, refreshing arbours and gay
cost,
demands
no
sacrifice,
where
not
to
be
pious
great Clarendon, that he would often say,—
parterres—there the laurel and the palm shall ceived favorably, and climbing the steep if there had only been stirrups, might base hceo.
“that his opinions, he was sure did him no harm, would he unpopular and unfashionable, are flourish—the vine and the fig tree shall cling .and heights of Libanus, he reached the dwelling rode without any other saddle. The mare seem
full
of
zeal
and
holy
ardor.
But
few
of
all
but he was far from being confident that they
About three or four ed accustomed to the admiration and repect
cluster together, and the whole soul shall revel in of Lady Stanhope.
might not do others harm who entertained them the thousands who profess the Christian name
o’clock in the afternoon, he was introduced by paid her by Lady Stanhope and her slaves, and
a
wilderness
of
sweets.
The
improvement
of
time
and might entertain other results from them are to be found who carry their religion into
a small negro child of six or eight years into the to have a presentiment of her destiny; no°DC
than he did, and therefore he was very reserved the business and through all the intercourses of is the first and best step towards a blessed eternity. parlor of this lady. So dim was the light, that had ever mounted her, and two Arabian groo®
Time
is
thc
price
of
immortality;
and
if
it
be
life;
who
have
enough
of
moral
courage
to
main

in communicating what he thought himself,
lie could hardly distinguish the majestic and took care of and watched her constantly, no*
on those points in which he differed from what tain consistency of character; who bear about squandered or misapplied in early life, when it is mild features of that fair person as she rose in losing sight of her for a moment. Anoth#
with them boldly, yet in Christian meekness, most productive and profitable, tho remnant of our
was received.”!
the simple, commanding and awe inspiring dig
shall be “spent in shallow pleasures and in oriental costume, from the divan, and advanced white mare shared, with the mare of Messiah,
The want of religious sentiment is another nity ot the Christian. In all my wanderings days
miseries.
Improve then the time—between the to him extending her hand. Lady Esther ap the respect and cares of Lady Stanhope; Nj
part of that deficiency of inward structure from
one had ever mounted her. The lady “*
at
home
and
abroad
few
comparatively
have
cradle
and
the
grave there is a great work to be peared to be about fifty years old.
which Radicalism proceeds. Religion, while I niet among the multitudes who profess dis
“ You have come a great distance to see a not say to Mr. de Lamartine, but she gave hi®
accomplished
—
the
work
of
two
worlds.
Not
a
it inspires the mind with unmingled abhorrence ci pi ineship to the great founder of Christianity,
hermit, said she to him. I receive few stran to understand that she herself should mounts
be lost—
ofcvil,atthe same time renders it tranquil in whose lives shelter them from the imputation moment is “toFor
gers ; hardly one or two a year ; but your letter white marc the day she should make her eiKj
on
our
quickest
decrees
view ol the existing disorders ofj the world.
pleased me, and I wished to be acquainted with by the side of the Messiah, into Jerusalem rc‘
The inaudible and noiseless foot of time
of
hypocrisy,
or
their
religion
of
falsehood.
It teaches that consolatory lesson, by which
Steals ere we can effect them.
a person who, like myself, loves God, nature conquered.
„ ;
the entire aspect of the world is changed, that And there are not wanting those who are ever
The French traveller discoursed with Lady ’
evil L wisely permitted by God, and will be ready to use every imperfection of Christian Where is the man that can look back on his world and solitude. Something, besides, told me that
overruled by him for the promotion of his bene character to the disadvantage of the church ly course, unhaunted by the thronging ghosts of our stars were friendly, and that we should ther upon several other subjects: aristocracy^
°.f the Principles upon which it reposes’ murdered years; of years numbered forever with agree mutually. I am glad to see that my anti mocracy, Napoleon; and he always
volent purposes. It does not diminish the mo
yet those beyond the flood, and bearing upon their cipations has not deceived me, and your fea- her an elevated mind and great thoughts®^,
tive to human effort, but only quells every Ibis, it is contended, is unfair dealing: vet
,,, , — men of the world it is common and brow thc shameful blushing record of misspent tuies which I see now, and the sound of your with mysticism. The following is In's
disquieting feeling, and induces over the mind among
'
1
ol the truly pious philanthropist a calm and likely to continue—for the injury which Chris time, Alas! no man sees his peril till it overtakes footsteps as you traversed the hall, sufficiently of her:
peaceful resignation. How opposite to this is tianity suffers from this fruitful source, the him: no man listens to the voice of another’s ex indicate your character, and I do not repent of
“ She is an extraordinary woman, a
the frame and temper of the turbulent reform friends of Christ are themselves responsible. perience ; he must taste the forbidden, fatal fruit having desired to see you. Be seated, and let magician, recalling to mind completely tWe
er ! He is not less agitated himself than the I revere the Bible, and not all the reasonings lninself; and the taste is death. Could men but us talk; we are already friends. '
mous magicians of antiquity: the
of
“How,” said Ito her, “my Lady, do you deserts. It seemed to me that the
agitator of others. Were God dethroned, and o philosophic infidelity or the thousand anti- redeem the time, what agonies would be avoidedchnstian
influences
that
have
assailed
me,
at
the world abandoned to the Powers of Evil, he
w ait tiiumph’s enjoyed, what evils subdued; what honor so soon with the name of friend, a man doctrines of Lady Esther are a skilfu u
could scarcely be more anxious and perturbed. home and abroad have been able to extinguish iemor£,e escaped. Money is said to be the parent of whose name and history are entirely unkno
fused mixture of the different rell°‘°^S.n r,ve.
It never occurs to him to think, in view of the the early impressions of a Christian mother’s misc lie , so far as it contributes to render us indolent to you.—You are ignorant who I am.”
midst of which she has been conde&ecrei
instructions.
But
these
convictions
which
have
towering forms of wickedness that they exist un“ Hue, she replied, “I don’t know who she is mysterious like the Hmses,
or supine it may be true; but this is but one head of
withstood
the
speculations
of
Hume,
the
bitter
< er the permission of that Being who doeth all
f,,e nf “
I(Peness is the Hydra itself; the direst you are as regards the world, nor what you
’’•s Pleasure- Qt Ol1| in Heaven above, but on sarcasm of \ oltaire,and the insidious attacks of ; . Vi- W UC’i 110 fastest friend of vice. An idler have done while living among men; bul I mysteries she alone, perhaps, ot a
knows; resigned like the Mussu m ’
Gibbon,
have
often
been
shaken
by
the
cross
earth
beneath,
and
t,
.i
,
garded when sePt± h°^eVC,r tb"y may be T3’
s i ve ie sloth, that is said by naturalists, to know already what you are before God— him a fatalist; with the Jew exPcS,lp^(T ajorafi’on/which it has eat me ehnt T101 f°r a ^°°J’ aS the world often calls
csteemed rightL RV,c"ed,’ they arc to be inconsistencies and unlooked for infidelity of the en nll H Tr H °n the
professed friends of the Bible.
J
; and with the Christian, 1’^;^ p^renior'
en all the foliage.
nn ; b I annotr belp speaking to you with siah
in which partial evil is mf,1” .l lilt Srcat systcm
Permit me here to say, and I say it with none
tion of Christ and the practice^ ‘ ,
j
ffivo
P
ur
n
E±
rt
rh
?
Fe
*
a
sconce
\ow
lost
universal good.
thc instrument of other than the same feelings with which it wn«
kPr°LraSt‘nates ^ie discharge of duty
was
ality. Add to this the
n
your
Lurope,
a
science
which
sprung
.
i
.
r .m imagination
witnessed —feelings of profound regret—that may never reach.'’’'The5 U,',lU " H i
WWch he
There is no more common or nw •
supernatural reveries
0”„c comra„„io;
and
P™sent are
, ture in the character of those men*wiVC fca‘ Christians even Christian ministers, men who all that belong to us H m
by solitude and med'cfu"’ sc,rn]ntTPr= an«
tion perhaps witb <WArab‘anA8‘™X”’l.J
____
e are at- at home stand fair upon the score of Christian which we sa?uin, ;ndTt?31y.r hlng°V loK We arc all H, I, ’'’'T’ ’ Fead il in the
sab1'^ (o0l,
propriety, are in foreign parts so liable to for- exposed by the late 7/
CVlls t0 whlch WC are celestial fire. • JCn ° Oa. or'eil'er of these you will haves" ,flea of
’ Bishop Hall's works vol. I. p. 845.
ires. they preside over our birth strange being, whom it is easie
Igct thc beautiful simplicity and circumspcc- almost without an oS'w"
t Lift of Edward, Earl of Clarendon, vol. I. p. 50.
*
» celestial
and then-happy or malign influence is written
"‘n which mark American Christians at home But supposing that the ’
dlG 1U the e,ubracethan it is to analyse and
’rci,4
iI
ng mat the aCqm&itiou of knowledge nour eyes on our brow, in „ut feartures in woman is not a tool; Folly, whic
.... J
the lines of our hand, in the form of our f00t in the eyes, is not written in her beaut
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McElroy, and have ascertained that the Indiana is now at impressive manner set fortli the duty, the importance, and
Port Cresson, and will bring the emigrants to this place the benefit of fervent prayer.
until the violence of the rainy season shall have passed.
In the afternoon Mr. Crosby read service, and Mr. Fra
Disposition of Roman Catholics in Spain t o renounce the sier preached from these words, “ Sirs, what must I do 'to
Pope, andform a Union with the Protestant Church of Eng be saved? And theysaid, believe, on the Lord Jesus Christ,
land.—We find in the New York Observer extracts from a and thou shalt be saved.” At night divine service was per
very interesting Journal of the Rev. Mr. Rule of Gibral- formed by Mr. Guion and a very stiring sermon was de
ter, a Missionary of the Wesleyan Methodist Missionary livered by Mr. Crosby from Acts xii. 20, “God said unto
Society of England. The extracts disclose a highly inter him, thou fool, this night thy soul shall be required of
esting state of feeling in Spain in relation to the circula thee.”
On Saturday there was three services. Mr. Crosby
tion of the scripture’s, and the weak hold maintained by
Romanism upon the minds of the poeple. We have room preached in the morning from the words, “ Lord remem
at present, however, only for such portions of the Journal ber me when thou comest into thy kingdom,” Luke xxiii.
as relate particularly to a union with the English Church. 42. Mr. Frasurc in the afternoon from Job. xxii. 21,
“Acquaint now thyself with him and be at peace: thereby
'Madrid, Jan. 23d, 1835.
good shall come unto thee;” and Mr. Guion at night from
This morning I called on Don F. F. A., Bishop of A.,
Translator of the Scriptures into Spanish. He is a truly Lam. iii. 26, “It is good that a man should both hope and
amiable man. He said that he had received kind assist- quietly wait for the salvation of the Lord.”
tance from Englishmen in reference to his version of the
On Sunday morning divine service was performed by
Bible, and recounted the services they had rendered him. Mr. Nichols, and a sermon preached by Mr. Guion from
He said that he acknowledged the Protestants to be true
Christians, and knew many of them to be actuated by the 2 Cor. vii. 10, “Godly sorrow worketh repentance to sal
most pious and generous sentiments. He dwelt with great vation not to be repented of; but the sorrow of the world
apparent interest on the incidents of an early fri endship worketh death.*’
formed with an English gentleman in Spain, many years
After service performed by Mr. Nichols in the afternoon
ago, when both were young, with whom he has lately re
newed correspondence, and who has been his agent in send Mr. Guion preached from these words, “Let the wicked
ing his version of the Bible to America. Ia compliance forsake his way, and the unrighteous man his thoughts, and
with a request that he would give information of the ver
sions of the Bible published in Spanish by the Bible Soci let him return unto the Lord, and he will have mercy up
eties, he has transmitted to Rome an assurance that having on him, and to our God for he will abundantly pardon.”—
seen all, as he believes, of these versions, and examined The closing sermon was preached at 5 o’clock by Mr. Gui
the principal passages cited in controversy between us, he on from Jeremiah viii: 20, “The harvest is past, the sum
has not detected the slightest corruption in any one instance.
At the same time he has told the Pope that if Catholics mer is ended, and wc are not saved.” Mr. Nichols then
calumniate Protestants by laying against them accusations made a few remarks to the people of his charge on the pri
which cannot be substantiated, they will inevitably lose their vileges they had just enjoyed,and the call that was now made
cause.
*
*
*
*
*
At another visit his favorite topic was the union of the upon them to renew their zeal, and to engage with undi
Spanish and English churches. He believes that the vided hearts in the service of God.
higher clergy of Spain would most readily cast off’ all sub
The services were all well attended: on Sunday the Church
jection to the pope, leaving him only the first place in the was crowded, and great inteiest was manifested in the
Episcopacy, which he conceives ought to be allowed to him;
and thinks that it could not be attended with any prejudice services. Much seriousness was visible on Saturday which
to the bishops and other clergy. He plainly acknowledges was considerably increased on Sunday. At the close of
THE OBSERVER.
that Luther and the Reformers were right in their opposi the services it was the belief not only of the clergy but of
tion to the abuses of the Church of Rome, but thinks many of the Congregation, that God had blessed the la
they did wrong in rending the seamless garment of Christ.
GAMBIER, WEDNESDAY, OCT. 21, 1835.
A.
He says they did well in despising the Pope’s bulls and bors of his servants among this people.
Confirmation.—On Sunday Oct.4th, at Utica, Licking decretals, and that he would have done the same. He
maintains that the most enlightened part of the clergy of
A special meeting of the Board of Trustees of the
County, a parish recently organized, eight persons were Spain would now most readily abandon the mummeries
confirmed by Bishop Mcllvaine. This Parish is 12 miles which have been introduced into the worship of God in Theological Seminary of the Protestant Episcopal Church
from Gambier, and for a few months past/has been sup the course of ages, and return to primitive simplicity, as in the Diocese of Ohio will be holden at Cincinnati on
the Protestents have done, although he conceives that the Monday the 2d day of Nov. next.
plied with preaching from this place.
Protestants have gone into the opposite extreme. In
M. T. C. WING Secretary.
Domestic and Foreign Missionary Society.—The fol speaking of difference of doctrine, he said, that as to transubstantiation, the Protestants agree that Christ is present
lowing doings of tlic Board of Missions at their late meet- at the sacrament, but then as to the mode, each one to his
RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
in^were published a week or two since in the Episcopal own mind, and added that St. Paul in so saying, had
The Rev. M. A. D’W. Howe has accepted an unani
Recorder, but through inadvertence were not copied into preached toleration to all parties. He defended the doc
trine of Purgatory. “But still,” he said, “it was an arti mous call to become the Rector of Christ Church, Cam
our paper.
bridge.
— Christian Witness.
cle of faith, that none could enter into heaven without be
“ We understand that the Board of Missions of the Pro ing purified from sin,but as to the mode of purification,each
testant Episcopal Church at their late meeting in this city
India.—Mr. Trevelyan’s pamphlet on the means of com
entertain his own views.” With great earnestness
.UnvAders and shaking me as if in municating the learning and civilization of Europe to In
resolved to locate both the Domestic and Foreign commit laying his hands w>
to conviction, he exclaimed, “We must lay
_ _
dia, is the foundation of an article on that subject in the last
tees at New York, and appointed the following gentlemen sions, and manifest Christian charity.
number or v,.«~..
The enemy of the church is not now Luther or Calvin, iI pect of the English language becoming general in India,
members of the last mentioned body:
the writer says:——
but
Antichrist;
and
in
order
to
combat
him
effectually,
we
Rev. James Milnor, D. D., Rev. Wm. Jackson, Rev.
Such were our reflections when we first read Mr. Tre
must leave the outposts and fall back into the fortress itself,
Manton Eastburn, Rev. John M. Forbes, Frederick S. which is divine revelation, and then be united and contend velyan’s pamphlet. We were then far from thinking that
Winston,"James F. De Peyster, Lewis Curtiss and John for that, or fifty years hence there will be no religion in America was to receive a special call into this field of tabor.
the world. The majority of the Catholics would say that This animating news lias lately reached us. It is long
P. Stagg, Esqs.
you cannot be saved, but I say that you can, for you and since we have seen a document more frought with salutary
other Protestants hold to the essentials of Christianity, and excitement that the letter to the American Sunday School
Convention of the Eastern Diocese.—This conven are Christians as well as we." He advised me, being young Union, from Mr.Pearce, an English Baptist Missionary in
tion met at Portsmouth N. H. on the 30th ult. Bishop to think well on this subject, and draw a sketch of a pro Calcutta, and Mr. Trevelyan the author of the Treatise
Griswold presided, and the Rev. Wm. Croswell was ap ject for the union of Christians against infidels. I observ now before us. For the letter itself and some accompany
ed to Jiim that infidelity had been spreading its ravages ing statements, wc must refer our readers to the Sunday
pointed Secretary.
not only among the laity, but also among the clergy__ School Journal, of March 4, 1835. We shall here barely
The Rev. Drs. Crocker, Eaton, Wain might, and Bur “Among a few of the clergy,” he replied. “They are mention, that these two gentlemen publish a “monthly list
roughs and Alexander Jones, Esq- were appointed a com more generally fanatics than infidels. Infidelity would rob of select publications, recommended for use in schools,” as
mittee “to consider the present position of the Eastern Di us of our living, but superstition and fanaticism provide well in English as the language of India. They are pro
us with maintenance. Therefore it would not suit us to
the publication of new books for this purpose, estab
ocese, in reference to its Constitution and whether any, and be infidels.” “But,” I rejoined, “the truth seems to be curing
lishing agencies for their sale in the interior, and taking
ifany, what alterations it is expedient to make therein.”
that too many of the priests are indifferent at heart.”— other measures which will make Calcutta a centre of radi
The Committee subsequently reported, that “having had “Alas, that is the case,” he replied; and such was the style ation to the whole peninsula, and perhaps to all Asia, in
of
much of our conversation. He says that the Bible the end.
the subject under consideration, and having learned from
must have some notes, however few, to give it currency in
The progress of the English language, which had long
the Address of the Rt. Rev. the Bishop, that there is a Spain. That those notes might be critical, and not doctri attracted attention in a religious point of view, seemed to
general impression that the Eastern Diocese will not long nal, and on the passages cited in controversy between us, be set in a new and brilliant light by Mr. Trevelyan’s trea
tise. But when we learned that the publications of our
continue the union of states under which it has heretofore an entire silence might be observed.
Jan. 24>.—Called on J. de la C., Augustine monk in own Sunday School Union were imported into India, and
subsisted, they deem it inexpedient and unnecessary to pro
the convent of St. Felipe Real. He is busy in preparing used as school books, not only at Calcutta and Missionary
pose any alterations in the existing Constitution. They a continuation of the Espana Tagrada, by appointment of* stations, but far in the interior and at the courts of native
beg leave, however, to propose for the adoption of the Con the Royal Academy of History, of which he is a member. princes, it seemed as if a new leaf had been opened in the
He has an excellent suite of apartments in a convent, and mysterious book of Providence. Who now can want in
vention the following resolution:
an extensive library. Every thing around him has an air citement to exert himself for Sunday Schools? Who now
“Resolved, That in the opinion of this Convention, it is of comfort approaching to elegance. With great warmth can question the propriety of expending money in the issu
expedient to dissolve the Eastern Diocese: and that, at the lie expressed his pleasure at being visited by an English ing of books, when the cost of a few dollars may produce
next annual Convention, the measures necessary to accom man. The inquisition, he said, had ruined Spain. The an effect among the hundred and twenty millions of the
plish this object be adopted.
nation had been literally vanquished and enslaved by Indian peninsula? To the Sunday Sclioool Union, such
(Signed)
N. B. Crocker, Chairman.
Rome.
*
*
»
*
*
developements as thisis worth more than millions. It should
“ On motion the resolution reported by the Committee
I remarked that if the Spanish Church were utterly to give the directors of that noble enterprise an immoveable
was adopted.
renounce the Pope of Rome, there might not be much assurance of the value of their labors, and in spite of all
“The following persons were chosen the Standing Com difficulty in effecting a union with the Church of England discouragements and hindrances at home, keep them stead
mittee for the ensuing year: The Rev. J. M. Wainwright as far as discipline is concerned, as that church is also ily in action for a world beyond the seas. If Americans
D. D., Rev. James Morss, D. D., Rev. N. B. Crocker, Episcopal, and the position of the two churches would will not thank them, Asia will.
Two topics of refiMtion are suggested by this subject,
D. D., Rev. Petrus S. Ten Broeck, Rev. John S. Stone, then become similar. But I feared it would be impossible
euei, of which wc might dwell at length, if circum
unMessrs. Stephen T. Northam, James C. McrriVA, Joseph for them to agree as to doctrino.,, —- xi.«=y <nn\.
tirely on many of tlie cardinal points of faith. But he stances suffered. One is the importance of the art of book
Head, Edward A. Newton.
thought that difficulty might be easily overcome—“for,” making. The growing influence of books upon the people,
Bishop Kemper is the twenty-sixth Bishop, consecrated said lie, “we would agree to abide by the Scriptures of the and especially the children of our own community, has
Old and New Testament, in the first place; and then be been long apparent. The unexpected opening in the east
by Bishop White, and the seventeenth of|the present House further guided by the fathers of the church for the first for English books, greatly augments the interest of the sub
six centuries, and reject the superstitions which were af ject, which we may at another time, consider by itself. The
of Bishops.
terwards introduced; although, indeed, abuses began with other thought suggested, is the new encouragement to mis
Wine at the Coxuiixiox.—The Executive Comrnittee Constantine.” I was indeed delighted to hear such senti sionary labor in the peninsula of India. Not only arc re
of the New York State Temperance Society have lately ments avowed by an Augustinian monk, within tlie walls strictions disappearing, but the government itself seems to
of his convent, in the Capital of Spain, and that without invite assistance in the work of civilization.—New York
found it necessary to publish a declaration that they utter reserve, and in the hearing of a third person. Doubtless Evangelist.
ly disclaim the intention of dispensing with the use of wine there are others, who, like this man and the Bishop of A.
at the Lord’s Supper. On the contrary they declare their desire a union of the Spanish and English churches, and
Presbyterianism in Australasia__ In the Bombay
this too at a time, when the Papal Nuncio has been dis
belief that the “fruit of the vine” is one of the essential missed from Madrid, because the servant of the servants of Spectator for January we find the following extract of a
letter from Mr. Lang, written while he was at the Cape,
elements of that sacred ordinance.
God, and centre of union to the faithful, will not acknow to a minister of the church of Scotland in Bombay, giv
ledge the actual sovereign of the country. As I was about ing an account of the present state and prospects of&the
At a conference of Congregational Churches in Ver to leave, he led me into his bed-room, and playfully ex Presbyterian church at New South Wales._ New-York
mont measures were recently taken preparatory to the es claimed—“These arc the prisoners.” These prisoners are Observer.
prohibited books, in Latin, French, Spanish &c. some
“Wc have a presbytery consisting of five members._
tablishment of a Theological Seminary in that State.
hundreds of which he lias collected, having kept them con The
two new ministers will raise our number to seven
cealed during the times of the Inquisition. He pointed and
1 expect that in a twelvemonth hence there will be
Four English noblemen, at a dinner given by the Mayor out Mosheim’s Ecclesiastical History, but has never seen
nine or ten, with prospect of an annual increase, as emi
of New York, became so much intoxicated as to attack the Milner’s, which he wishes to obtain.
gration to our extensive colonial territory is rapidly increa
sing. There is thus a provision made in some measure
watch, by whom after a severe conflict, they were safely
For the Gambier Observer.
for supplying the spiritual wants of our countrymen in
lodged in the watch-house for the night. The next day
Bedford, N. Y. Sept. 1 Uh, 1835.
New South Wales, and a foundation laid on which I trust
they were brought before Justice Hopson; but not being
Messrs. Editors,—As many of your readers are from a spiritual temple may yet be erected to the Lord. Our
sufficiently humbled to respect his office, they were commit
congregations are increasing throughout the territory, and
ted to bridewell, from which after a squabble with the the cast where the Church lias long been established, per I have reason to believe that our church will recommend
keeper, they were at length liberated by the interference of haps it might be gratifying to them to read the following itself to the colony at large.
Our college, which I have encountered unspeakable
the Mayor and the British Consul, at the expense of a fine short account of an association which I have lately had the
hardships in getting established, consists of three professors
pleasure of attending.
of $20, and a severe reprimand from the magistrate.
and myself—to increase as the colony extends. It is de
Westchester County, New-York, lying between Long signed for the general education of youth, for the training
Liberia.—We regret to learn from the following ex Island Sound, and the Hudson River, and extending down up of ministers for our colonial church, and of missionaries
tract of a letter from Dr. Skinner in the New York Com to Harlaem Creek, by which it is separated from York Isl for the South Sea Islands. It is a very interesting and
important Institution; and I am exceedingly interested in
mercial Advertiser, that one of the settlements established and contains fourteen Episcopal Churches. Many of the promoting its welfare. We propose receiving youth for
parishes
in
this
County
were
organized
before
the
Revolu

on the principles of non resistance has been attacked by
education from India, should any offer. The cost of edu
the natives, and many of its inhabitants put to death. We tion and are flourishing. The Church has been constantly cation is about £12 per annum, exclusive of board, which,
wait with anxiety for further particulars.
increasing, parish after parish has been added till they have with one or other of the professors, costs £30 more. Wc
have at present buildings erected for the institution, con
cq i>nr°,”a’
—“I arrived hereon the 12th inst. in reached the present number, 11.
sisting of four professors houses, in a portion of each of
3- daysfrom New-York. On my arrival I found the man
At the present time, there appeared to be much coldness which the respective classes are at present held, which have
agement °F the colony in the hands of the vice agent. I
cost about £4,500.
regi et to say t iat-1 found the colony involved in a war with and lifelessness in many parishes, and with the hope of rous
To effect these objects, I have had to go three times, at
king Joe Uarr.s-.and U.at 20 oF\he port Cresson emi, ing up the people to a greater degree of faithfulness in the iny own charges, to England, and I atn now so far on my
grantshad been inhuman^ slaughtered by him on the even service of their Lord and Master, some of the brethren met way out the fourth time with a fresh corps. As the press
ing of the 10th of June: the
is
bad to describe>
in our colony has fallen into very inefficient and objection
I shall immediately have the SUhjm 5nvestigate(j. The in St. Matthew’s Church, Bedford, where they continued able hands, I have got a large printing establishment, con
residue of the emigrants of Port Cresson are
Monrovia three days in prayer and preaching the word. The brethren sisting of four or five families of printers, with the requi
—the settlement at Port Cresson is partly burnt Edin i
who took a part in these services were the Rev. Mr. Cros site materials, on board this vessel, to establish one or two
(this place is about four miles from Port Cresson on the
periodicals in connexion with our body, which may neutral
opposite side of the St. John’s river,) would no doubt have by of St. John’s Church, Yonkers, the Rev. Mr. Frasier, ize the evil tendency of an infidel and Roman Catholic
shared the same fate, had not Bob Gray espoused the cause of St. James’ Church, North Salem, the Rev. Samuel Ni pi ess.”
of the colonists—beaten back the enemy, and furnished the chols, Rector of the Parish, and the Rev. Alvah Guion,
settlement with supplies. The militia of this place have
Present State of Jerusalem.—M. Poujoulat, in a re
just returned, after having had a skirmish with the enemy from the Diocese of Ohio. After Morning Service on
and burned king Joe’s town. One man belonging to Edi- Iriday the 11th inst., the opening Sermon was delivered cent visit to that sacred city, describes its appearance as me
• ua was killed in a previous skirmish under Capt. Weaver. fly the Rev. Mr. Crosby from Matthew viii. 25th. “ Save lancholy and dismal, a mass of dark stone houses, each sur
August Idth—This_ day I have had a visit from Mr. Loid,orwe perish-,” the preacher in a very beautiful and rounded with a dome, heaped together like tombs, divided
into districts or quarters for Musslemans, Arabs, Arme

intelligent look; folly, which always betrays it
self in the conversation, ever interrupting the
chain of thought by sudden and incoherent re
marks, is not seen in the conversation of Lady
Esther, which is indeed elevated, mystical and
obscure, but well sustained, connected, and
pointed. If I might pronounce, I should say
she purposely assumes the appearance of a tool.
That her folly is only assumed, is indeed plain
from the great admiration which her genius has
excited and still excites among the surrounding
Arab population. To the people of this land
of prodigies, to these inhabitants of the rocks
and deserts, whose imagination is flaming and
misty like the horizon of their sands or seas, the
authority of a Mahomet or a Lady Stanhope is
necessary! There must be intercourse with the
stars, prophecies, miracles, the second sight of
genius! Lady Stanhope has had intelligence
to perceive this. Then perhaps, like all persons
endowed with superior intellectual faculties,
she has deceived herself, and become the first
convert to the faith she had made for others,—
is the impression this woman produced on me.
I should not be surprised if some part of the
destiny she anticipates should be realized: an
empire in Arabia and a throne in Jerusalem !
The lightest political commotion in the region
where she Jives would place her there.
When Mr. de Lamartine took leave of Lady
Stanhope, she said to him: “No adieu! we
shall often meet in this journey, and oftener still
in other journies which we have not planned.
Go to your repose, and remember that you leave
a friend in the solitudes of Libanus.”
She reached her hand to the traveller, who
placed it upon his heart, after the manner of
the Arabs, and they separated.
1 am, &c.
G. de F.

7

nians, Greeks, Latins, Jews. Sec. &c. The Jews still adore
this reverend spot. Twenty aged females of this religion
arrived there during M. Poujoulat’s sojourn, each over 82,
to prepare for themselves a tomb in the Valley of Jehoshaphat.—Cin. Jour.

Presbyterian Church in Monrovia__ We have been
requested to^state—and the statement should have been
given in a previous number—that a sufficient sum has been
contributed by the friends of the Presbyterian Church in
Liberia to finish the edifice, which has been erected for its
Use, and has been forwarded to acomplish the purpose in
view.—May the Spiritual house speedily rise in the beauty
of holiness, and reflect on the benighted tribes of Africa
the radiance of Gospel day.—S. R. Tele.

SUMMARY.
Columbia College.—The annual Commencement of this
institution took place on Tuesday. Number of graduates
24, each of whom had parts assigned them in the exercises
of the day, and 16 of whom fulfilled their appointments ;
the rest being absent by permission, or excused. The fol
lowing are the names of the graduates__
Jedediah B. Auld, Romaine Dillon, Evert A. Duyeknick, Beningo Gener, Thomas B. Gilford, Andrew S.
Hammersley, Orlando Harriman, jr., William Heard,
Joshua E. Jones, Charles C. Lee, John W. Leveridge,
Charles II. Lyon, Joseph M’lntyre, Charles D. Mead,
William Mulligan, Alexander Palache, George Q. Pome
roy, John II. Riker, William II. Tagard, Ludlow Thom
as, Russel Trevett, John R. Thurman, Wm. H. Wilson,
Christian Zabriskie.
The honorary degree of A. B. was conferred on Mr,
Manuel Fetter, an Assistant Classical Teacher fn the
Flushing Institute.
The degree of A. M. was conferred on eleven individu
als and honorary on the Rev. William R. Williams an
Alumnus of this College, and pastor of the Baptist Church
in Amity street; and on Janies Neilson Reynolds, Esq. of
Ohio.
The honorary degree ot D. D. was conferred on the
Rev. Manton Eastburn, Rector of the Church of the As
cension in this city; and on the Rev. Benjamin C. Cutler
Rector of St. Anne’s Church, Brooklyn.
And the honory degree of Dr. of Laws upon William
Gaston of North Carolina; and upon Peter A. Jay and
Gulian C. Verplanck, both of this city, and Alumni of the
College.
Jefferson College, Penn.—The annual commencement
of Jefferson College, Penn, took place on the 24th ult.—
Number of graduates, 46. Forty two of the former gra
duates of the institution received the degree of A. M.—
The degree of D. D. was conferred upon Rev. David El
liot, of Washington, Penn, and Rev. Robert Stewart, of
the county of Antrim, Ireland; the degree of LL. D. up
on Jacob Green, M. D. Professor of Chemistry in Phil
adelphia.
TEMPERANCE CONVENTION AT CHILICOTHE.

The delegates appointed to meet in General Convention
of the Temperance Societies, of the State of Ohio, assem
bled at Chilicothe on Wednesday, the ninth of September,
1835, in the Protestant Episcopal Church in said town;
and organized by appointing George B. Holt, of Mont
gomery county, President, Isaac Cook, of Ross county,
William Preston, of Franklin county, Hugh S. Fuller
ton, of Ross county, and P. B. Doddridge, of Ross
county, Vice Presidents, Edward H. Cumming, of Clark
county, on<; James T. Claypoole, of Fayette county, Se
cretaries.
The Convention was opened with prayer by Dr. Beech
er. Messrs. Fullerton, Peet and Putnam, were appointed
a committee to examine and report on the Commissions
of Delegates. Said committee reporting the following
named individuals as persons entitled to seats in the Conven
tion.
Piketon—Charles M. Collister, John Carolus, John
Fitch, John Reed, Rev. G. C. Beeman.
Hamilton Township, Franklin County—.Robcxi C. Hen
derson.
Greenfield, Highland county—Samuel Smith, H. Gorm
ley.
Chilicothe—Rev. Hugh S. Fullerton, Rev. Joseph Claybaugh, Rev. Edward W. Peet, Rev. Mr. Spencer, Thomas
Orr, Daniel W. Hearn, Nathaniel Sawyer, Richard Long,
Pleas Thurman, A. B. Lewis.
Crawford county—Josiah Scott, Esq.
Montgomery county—Hon George B. Holt, Rev. Frank
lin Putman.
Fayette county—Alexander M. M’Coy, George S. Fuller
ton, James T. Claypoole.
Clark county—Edward II. Cumming, Reuben Miller,
Rev. John S. Galloway, Samuel Galloway; William Arm
strong.
Concord Township, Ross county—Rev. William Gage,
John Henry, Col. Robert Stewart.
Union Toivnship Ross county—Hon. Isaac Cook, Rev.
James Dunlap, P. B, Doddridge, N. Cunningham, A. F.
Albright, James M’Coy.
---------Rev. Elias Vandeman, Silvanus Baldwin, Wil
liam Patterson Esq. John Long, Esq.
Columbus—John Bailhache, Ralph Osborn, Rev. T. R.
Cressey, Rev. James Hoge, Rev. William Preston, P. B.
Wilcox, John G. Miller.
Hillsborough—Cary A. Trimble.
Circleville—George W. Doan, Rev. R. V. Rogers, Dr.
James B. Finley, Dr. Joseph G. Doddridge, Samuel S.
Denny, Esq.
Madison county—Arch. Stewart.
Delaware—Rev. James M’Elroy.
Cincinnati—Rev. Ur. Beecher, Samuel Williams.

Dr. Beecher, was received as an honorary member of the
Convention, on motion of Mr. Peet.
On motion of the same gentleman,
Resolved, That all persons present, members of Tempei ence Societies, bo admitted to a seat in the Conven
tion.
Messrs. Fullerton, Hoge, Beecher, Cook and Claypoole,
were appointed a committee of Arrangements in relation to
the business of the Convention.
Convention then adjourned until three o’clock, P. M.
Afternoon.—Convention met; opened with prayer by
Dr. Iloge. The Committee, of arrangements, by their
Chairman, reported sundry resolutions for the government
of the Convention, which were read and adopted. After
which, the same Committee reported the following resolu
tions for the consideration of the Convention, which were
read:
THE RESOLUTIONS.

1. Resolved, That the following preamble and resolu
tions adopted by the American Temperance Society, meet
our cordial approbation, viz:
As it has been proved by the experience of thousands
in the United States, of all classes of persons, and in all
kinds of lawful business, that abstinence from the use of
all intoxicating liquor as a drink, is not only safe but salu
tary; and as this is the only course in which it can be ra
tionally expected that intemperate persons will ever be per
manently reformed; and as the example and kind moral
influence of the temperate is the grand means of leading
the intemperate to adopt and pursue a course so essential to
their present and future good; therefore,
Resolved, That the more extensively this course is adoped by all classes in the community, and especially by all
members of Temperance Societies, the more rapid will be
the progress of the temperance reformation, and the more
certain the prospect that drunkenness and its evils will
cease.
2. That wherever Temperance Societies have been form
ed, on the principle of abstinence from the use of ardent
spirit and yet drunkenness is continued from the use of
other intoxicating drinks, it is, in our view, proper, and
expedient that there should be a pledge, signed by such as
are disposed, that shall include ahstinence from the use, as a
beverage, of all intoxicating liquor; and the more generally
thiscourse is adopted the more complete will be t’ne°triumph
of the temperance cause.
3. That the rapid increase of temperance Societies on
this plan of abstinence from the use, as a beverage, of all
intoxicating liquor, manifests the deep hold whichthe cause
has taken upon the hearts of philanthropists,and affords in
creasing evidence that it will not be relinquished till,
through the divine blessing, its triumphs shall be complete
and universal.
4. That the promptness and unanimity with which in
creasing numbers of young men are adopting the plan of
abstinence from all intoxicating liquor is an exhibition
which ought greatly to cheer the hearts of their fathers;
and is an example, which, if universally followed by the
youth of the United States, would not only save multitudes
from drunkenness and ruin, but would tend to make that
interesting class of our citizens, beyond any generation that
has gone before them, the benefactors of our country and
of the world.
5. That the formation of such societies among children

aud youth, whose parents and guardians are wiling to have
them unite in these societies, would, in our view, tend not
only to promote their own highest benefit, but to render
them more eminently useful to mankind.
6. That the importing and exporting, the manufactur
ing, and vending, or in any way furnishing intoxicating
liquor, to be used as a common drink, arc in our view inju
rious to the community, tend powerfully to hinder the pro
gress of the temperance reformation, and therefore ought to
be abandoned7. Thaffurnishing tlie materials for the manufacturing
of intoxicating drinks to be used as an ordinary beverage,
or the providing any facilities whatever for the continuance
of the practice,as it tends to promote intemperance in socie
ty, ought to be universally abandonded.
8. That the licensing of the sale of intoxicating liquor,
to be used as a common drink, and thus throwing over this
immorality the shield of Legislative sanction, and support
and teaching to the community the erroneous and destruc
tive doctrine, that its countenance is required by the pub
lic good, when the facts show that the public good utterly
forbids it, is in our view inconsistent with the good of so
ciety, and ought not to be continued.
9. That the universal diffusion of information, with re
gard to the nature and the effects of intoxicating liquor,
and with regard to the benefits of abstaining from the use
of it, and an exhibition of those benefits by tlie united,
consistent and persevering example and kind moral influ
ence of patriots, philanthropists and Christians, may in our
view be expected, under the continued smiles of a benig
nant and gracious Providence, to increase and extend the
temperance reformation, till its triumph shall be complete
and its blessings become permanent and universal.
10. That it is expedient that efforts be made by the
town and county societies, to supply every family in the
State with the Temperance Almanac of the year 1836.
11. That those proprietors of steam-boats, canal boats
and other public conveyances, that exclude intoxicating li
quor, are especially entitled to the thanks and patronage of
the community.
12. That Temperance Societies, and the friends of tem
perance, be requested, in accordance with the recommenda
tion of the American Temperance Society, to observe the
LAST TUESDAY IN FEB RUARY as a day of simul
taneous tcmperanc e meeting throughout? this State.
13. That it is due to the intelligence, consistency and
patriotism of our people, that temperance hotels and stores,
from which all intoxicating liquor is excluded, be opened
and patronized in the cities and towns throughout this
State.
14. That this Convention recommend to Temperance
Societies throughout the State, to appoint committees,
whose duty it shall he to ascertain as far as practicable
such facts on the subject of temperance as are from time
to time developed by Coroner’s inquests, Justice’s courts,
and Superior courts in their vicinity, and report the same
to the Editor of the Ohio Temperance Advocate for pub
lication.
15. That it is a matter of great joy that our cause is one
that enlists the feelings and unites the exertions of persons
of all sects and parties: and that it is important that we
keep steadily in view that the promotion of temperance is
the sole object of Temperance Societies, and that to the
accomplishment of this object all our efforts should be in
variably and persevcringly directed.
16. As the influence of woman is essential to the per
manent prosperity of every good cause, we cannot but re
joice that it has been so extensively exerced for the promo
tion of temperance, and we would express the conviction,
that should this influence be unitedly aud universally exer
ted in favor of this cause, its triumphs would be complete
and its blessings extended to all future time.
17. I hat wnile this Convention beholds, in the rapid pro
gress which the Temperance reformation has made, and is
making, both in this country and elsewhere, great cause of
rejoicing and of encouragement to persevere in its efforts, it
nevertheless looks to and essentially depends upon A LMIGHTY GOD to render Temperance Societies in any
degree successful in promoting the cause to which they are
pledged.
J
I he Convention then took up the consideration of the
resolutions singly, and adopted them from the preamble to
the sixth resolution, which being under discussion, the
hour being late, the Convention postponed, and adjour
ned until lhursday morning, 10th, nine o’clock, A. M.
Thursday Morning—The Convention met; opened with
prayer by Mr. Peet.
1 he discussion of resolution No. 6, proceeded, which,
after various motions to amend, was on motion of Mr.
Cumming, recommitted to the committee, with instruc
tions to. divide and report two resolutions, embracing the
propositions contained in said resolution. Whereupon
the committee retired, and after a few minutes absence,
returned and reported the following resolutions; see 6
and 7.
-- Resolution No. 6, taken up and discussed. Resolution
No. Z, amended by inserting after the words drinks, the
words to be used as a common beverage, and still further discussed until the hour of ctdjournment.
G Afternoon.—Convention met; opened with prayer by Mr.
The discussion of resolution No. 7, resumed, and after
sometime spent therein, passed.
The resolutions before named from No. 6, to No. 17 in
clusive, were adopted.
’
Ihe folloiving resolutions were reported by the Chairman of the Committee and adopted.
18. Resolved, That, the Ohio Temperance Advocate, pub
lished under the direction of the Executive Committee of
the State Temperance Society, be earnestly recommended
to the patronage of the friends of the cause.
. 19. Resolved, That the formation of temperance asso
ciations in sabbath schools, and in common schools, with
the approbation of the parents and guardians of the chil
dren, and likewise the preparation of suitable temperance
books, f„r the use of children aud youth, will have a favoK
iUeT%*
I'm?rmingtheirprinciPlcs and Habits,
the Temnf?ed’ ^1U- a-fuU a”d punctual representation of
the Temperance Societies in this State, in annual Conven
tion, is of great importance, for the advancement of the
suchearestjt.atSPeC‘al exertions sho^ be made to secure
On motion,
THat ?d!t°rS °f NewsPaPers, throughout the
State, be requested to publish these proceedings. And
the Convention on motion, adjourned sine die— Ohio Tem
perance Advocate.
loJoOO?er“aa P°puIation in Ohio is estimated as high as

ledaI°IfSSpr Ru.evens’ ?f Leyden, celebrated for his knowreSrn
VntlqrUit,t;S’
reCentl>’ while on his
return to Leyden, from London, where he had been for the
Purpose of makmg purchases from the collection of the late
Mr. Salt, the traveller. He was the author of several lear
ned works on Egyptian antiquities.
Tapping the■ Liver.—This critical operation was lately
performed in England,and upwards of eight pints of diseas
ed matter was extracted. A tube was left in the orifice,
through which a pint of matter flowed daily for a week
notwithstanding two pints had been obtained at the time
t:PeratlOn’
16 patlent is raP‘dly recovering__ N. Y.
foreign.
By arrivals at this port, Paris papers have been rccei
to the 1st of September, containing London dates to j
gust 29th.
I he Bill imposing, severe restrictions on the Fre
press passed the Chamber of Deputies on the 29th
153gUSt’ by a majOrity of 73’ the y°as being 226, and n

. File Cholera was advancing along the shores of the M
iterranean from Franco into Italy. On the 23d of Aug
there were 17 deaths by this disease at Marseilles,
number of deaths at Genoa on the 21st of August was
at Nice, till 22d, 303; at Cuneo, till 23d, 381. It had
so made its appearance at many other places in the kingd
of Sardinia.
In the British Parliament, the Municipal Corporal
bill, after being amended in such a way as to destroy
whole character of the measure, passed by a large majo
and was returned to the House of Commons. Much s
citude was manifested as to the course which that b
would take under the circumstances in which it was plac
The tone of some of our public prints indicates the ex,
tation of revolution unless the Oligarchy yield to the r
pie.
1
From the peninsula, we learn, that the auxiliary Po
gyesc army, consisting of about 6,000 infantry, 1,000 i
airy, and 3 brigades of artillery, entered Spain on the 1
of August. 1 he foreign legion also, comprising an
fective force of 4,500 men, landed at Tarragona on the 1
The monks in Spain, it is said, have sent large qua
tics of jewels from the convents into Italy, for sale, to i
funds to aid. Don Carlos.
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t c Tnh “The Lord gave not always express itself as
-r.«.L"J;;»y,b.e8sedbeu,e presence &name is powe

like their

tremble at the possibility of its rupture. On each side,
and within two or three feet of the rail, were precipiCt.3
just discernible by the faint sun-fight, whilst over our heads
frowned the gigantic pillars of the Alleghames. But We
> majestically, and soon heard the hissing of steam at
the stationary power. Our ascent was without accident,^
we all began to breathe and take courage.. fo some ojlhe
Lrty the parage of the Alleghan.es by night was f<ft of
pleasurable excitement; the very ‘ a.r^nc&^ addtd tu tl>e in.
terest, and the ascent, flight after flight, by five steep iOeIi.
ned planes, each nearly a mile long, soetned like Jacob's
ladder to be carrying us to the very heavens.
e reach,
ed the summit level in safety, and ail, I believe were
disposed to breathe a silent thanksgiving to our gracio„s

j10t lt m
not believe these heathen children could have
climate, has great d.eC1.S‘°l\fit Lezes and when it is hot
POETRY.
such joy and happiness without the influence ot
you myAea.-hMren .ome be,C°ld; bO.d XVmfutty apprehend tbe^ importance
the Holy Spirit. This girl has been one of the
Prom the Cincinnati Mirror.
it burns.
.
.pill see them move to it with a dihappiest
girls
that
I
ever
saw.
It
has
seemed
O
f
the
most
V«««
t!nfheCchiSS?en here. Are
PICTURE OP A GIRL LEADING HER
”'°“,d
ON THE
very
apparent
that
in
her
prayer
she
was
taught
BLIND .MOTHER THROUGH THE WOOD.
of the spirit. One day, alluding to the glorious you not more pleased w ith such things than you
*The green leaves as we pass
the misery of the
work which is to be wrought in the earth, when
00‘d be
Lay their light fingers on thee unaware,
all heathens are to cast away their idols, o 1 w ,
And by thy side the hazels cluster fair,
x
‘s&x,
•>»»»•»which one of the missionaries had spoken, s ie > p 1 ( .
And the low forest grass
will not
hearts of these
Grows green and silken where the woodpaths wind—
said, “ when they do this, O Lord, what otter of And
JL^rcserver#
,
.
God
can
accomplish
m
ished°the
world
with
the
noble
example
of
a
nation re
We took supper at midnight on the summit of the
Alas! for thee, sweet mother! thou art blind.
ing shall we bring thee?” meaning what otter children, more Pow,erfa1^ "■•k’noWledge of that novating itself. 1 n smaller circles the principle is perpet- mountain,
And nature is all bright;
and after two or three hours of sleep, some on
ii
t'wnrk with equal power, though with less ob->erva- beds and some on the floor, we resumed our journey as the
ing will be fit.
And the faint gray and crimson of the dawn,
ertyouselves to extent shall call our Saviour
l h.v. been
.id . tfmhcd -ith i.
Saviour
One of the little girls said though her friend, word,
“every tongue shall can
Like folded curtains from the day are drawn
dawn appeared. We were on the ridge of the great parti..
1
?
»
Tt inspires private Christians to revolve great things tion wall which nature has interposed between the east and
And evening's purple light
should put her in the fire, she would never leave Lord, and every knee before him be
Wl\ ? 1 JnX them bv great means. I know of no counQuivers in tremulous softness on the sky—
the Saviour. Another said, that the missiona you have heard this read to you
trydwhcre'there are more examples of beneficence and mag west. I had always seen the rivers run east, and now for
Alas! sweet mother! for thy clouded eye!
the first time I saw them take an opposite direction. Can
ries had often told her to give herself wholly to think how many dlfttul its the
The moon’s new silver shell
any one stand on this elevation and not feel excited.
nificence.
* , ♦ * »
Christ, but she did not understand it, but that meet with. Their paients and
Trembles above thee, and the stars float up
It was soon apparent that we were descending towards
the Lord had revealed it to her, and that sisters with whom they'live, are
In the blue air, and the rich tulip's cup
the west. Tiie rail-road traverses some of the most soli,
Is pencil’d passing well,
she had given her heart to the Saviour. A gir will do all they
tary passes of the mountqjns. Amid one of the wildest
'thrift Pe^P’ when .
And the swift birds on glorious pinions flee—
ten years old, sister of Niles’ wile, was seen by
gorges we met a train of cars under the conduct of a lo.
Alas! sweet mother! that thou caiut not see!
eomotive. As it neared us, coming on with sublime pace
Niles when she went home, to talk very earnest hXgi'l goes to pray, her little sister will go
And the kind looks of friends
ces in favor of the good eaust.
y
should have fortunately not in the same track, every eye was fixed • but
ly to her father, and said among other things, and push or tickle her, and make a noise to d
Peruse the sad expression in thy face,
character about them which requires that
y
h„ttpr it flashed by like lightning, causmRns t0 recoiJ a{ Rs
And the child stops amid his bouuding race,
speaking of his going to hell, if you go there, I “urb her, and her father and mother w,l not
and dreadful proximity. After it pa*^ . road curyed
And the tall stripling bends
shall not be permitted to carry you one drop of prohibit it; or perhaps a little boy w
SR, . •
, . by great ends.. I hey ^^^XaT societies are thei so as to give us a full view of the whole
Low to thine ear with duty unforgot—
along in fine style and was out of sight in a momeux.
cool water. Meetings have been held also with dulged and left undisturbed awhile by his
Alas! sweet mother! that thou seest them not!
any man see, amid the solitary defiles of the Alleghanies.
the children in the free schools. Those children friends, until some holiday, when his brothers
Hut thou canst hear! and love
such a train borne on by the power of steam, and he must
living at home, are much more among the hea
May richly in a human tone be pour’d,
going to the temple and they w.l say
feel a full impression of the enterprising spirit of'the age.
And the least cadence of a whisper'd word
thens than those in the boarding-schools, and “ Come, brother, let us go,-all the neighbor s ,C„''reSX“«Xe»p,^
The double track not being completed the whole distance',
A daughter's love may prove—
of
course
hear
and
see
much
more
that
is
evil,
children are going and we shall see fine sig is. they prepare linen and other garments for the poor scho our cars met occasionally a heavily" laden train, and then
And while I speak thou knowest if I smile,
and there are more obstacles in the way of their And perhaps when he goes and sees al
the only alternate was to lift our cars off the track, let the
Albeit thou canst not see my face the while!
ie lar7 and all their deeds are anointed by then-prayers
becoming Christians. But we have lately en crowd bowing down before the idols, he will not
Yes, thou canst hear! and He
Who should doubt of such a people? 1 hey are full of oecurrent pass, and lift them back again. This we had to
Who on the sightless eye its darkness hung,
do several times.
deavored with more hope than before to bring dare to stand alone among them all, and when hope themselves, and they create hope . m otbers.
To the attentive ear, like harps, hath strung
Before we began to descend, we came to the celebrated
those children to the Saviour. We think a
ry
thing
about
them
contributes
to
nourish
it
---Heed
and
Heaven and eurth and sea!
tunnel, a passage through which was of course anticipated
number have come to him. Many say they will his father looks at him angrily, lie will forget Matheson.
And tis a lesson in our hearts to know,
with great delight. This wonderful work of art is through
no longer worship idols, nor go to the heathen all he has heard of his duty to the true God, and
With but oneunu the tout may overflow."
a solid rock, 870 feet in length, consisting of an arch of
temples, that it is all vain, foolish, and that they put up his little hands in worship, and how before
By Washington Irving.
heavy
masonry 20 feet high. I he rumbling of the cars
intend from this time to follow Christ. None the idol. Another may be treated with more
T
he Death of King Philip.—It is said that when the in this subterranean way is like the reverberations of dis
J U V E N 1 L B.
have prayed more earnestly for them, or talked than usual apparent kindness, receive from her Indian chieftain, King Philip, had long borne up against tant thunder. Now came the five inclined planes by which
to them with so much entreaty and tender father new clothes and jewelry, that she. may a series of miseries and misfortunes, the treachery of his you descend the mountain, and the sensation is scarcely
Oodooville, Jaffna, Ceylon,)
less than in the ascent. The length of this rail-road over
ness, as the girls in the boarding school.— become proud, and the holy spirit be grieved followers reduced him to utter despondency. The spring the
January, 1833 J
Alleghanies is 30 miles, overcoming an aggregate
hope was broken; the ardor of enterprise was extinThey
have
prayed
day
and night for them, from her heart. Another may be frightened of
My DearChildren,—A missionary about leav and have plead with them with tears, not to with stories of what evil spirits have done to guished: he looked around, and all was danger, and hope height of 2,370 feet. Besides the inclined planes and the
ing the multitude of dear children at home is go hell, hut to repent and believe in Je persons who changed their religion. Another was extinguished; there was no eye to pity, or arm that tunnels, there are four extensive viaducts. All of these
works are of the most substantial masonry. One gentle
bring deliverance.
in danger of thinking he can accomplish more sus Christ. One of them while exhorting the beaten or depriv^l of good clothing, or shut could
With a scanty band of followers, who still remained true man was heard to say in relation to them, ‘-These Penn
than the work of a man when he reaches heathen other children, turned to her brother, some out from home, bv his parents and brothers and to his desperate fortunes, the unhappy Philip wandered sylvanians think the reign of time is over ; they are buildground and of laying himself under obligations what younger than herself, and with weeping sisters, that by his suffering and grief, he may back to the vicinity of Mount Hope, the ancient dwellin ing for eternity.” Ah! how few are really building for
to those he leaves which he afterwards finds it
be led, in order to obtain the comforts to which of his fathers. He wandered, like a spectre, among the eternity!
At Johnstown, on the river Conemaugb, we entered the
impossible to fulfil. The latter clause at least told him what a sinner he was, reminding him he has been accustomed, to return to his former scenes of former power and prosperity, bereft of home,
how,
when
she
was
at
home
in
the
vacation,
western division of the Pennsylvania canal. It follows
of family, and friend.
is applicable to tnyself in regard particularly to
religion. Another perhaps kept at home, her
he
would
not
let
her
have
a
place
to
pray,
Even at his last refuge of desperation and despair, a sul this stream, to the Alleghany, and terminates at Pittsburgh.
correspondence with friends. For while it
Bible taken from her, and she not permitted len granduer gathers round his memory. We picture him It is 104 miles long, lias Gi locks, 10 dams, 2 tunnels, 16
would ho the work of a man to do all the writ but made a noise and did other things to dis to hear anything on the subject of religion or to ourselves seated among his care worn followers, brooding aqueducts
64 culverts, and 152 bridges. The whole d*
ing which I could wish, and perhaps engaged turb her. He looked ashamed at first, and af converse with any Christian friend.
in silence over his blasted fortunes, and acquiring a savage tance to Pittsburgh from Philadelphia, by rail-road al
terwards
wept
much,
and
after
meeting,
when
to do, I find also that there is sufficient employ
from the wildness and dreariness of his lurking canal, is 395 miles. The canal which commences at Jofc.%You would find it very difficult to be Chris sublimity
place. Defeated, but not dismayed; crushed to the earth town passes through a tunnel more remarkable even than
ment for the mind and heart of one man in the those who were determined to choose the Lord
tians
were
your
parents
and
friends
to
oppose
Jesus
were
invited
to
remain,
he
stayed,
though
but not humiliated, he seemed to grow more haughty be the one here described. The height ot the hill which it
duties immediately around him.
many of his companions went out with noise you. How much more difficult then for these neath disaster, and to experince a fierce satisfaction in drai perforates is 250 feet. We passed it ill the night; by the
You have no doubt wondered that 1 have not and
help of tlie lanterns we saw it to tine
--- '•
the last dregs of bitterness.
laughter. After meeting, his sister took children,in a land where nearly all are idolaters. ning
Little minds are tamed and subdued^y^misfovt^.^^ amazement rose greatly when itiformed that we werett.
written to you. It has not been because I have him to her prayer room. Among the Oodoo You must pray therefore, for them,—they
tuallv
passing
under
a
man
s
farm,
and
that
the
well
of its
bu^Mmmd^nse above .tbo^di^
death & foJ
forgotten you. No, my dear children, I have
owner was directly over the tunnel. What will not hu- 1
for you, I have heard them pray for the
thought of you much, and often determined to ville hoys who professed to be the Lord’s, one pray
lower who proposed an expedient of peace. The brother man enterprise accomplish? But now the black column
America
Pr«»
with much feeling nnd tenderness,though little children in Amerion
write, hut my time has been completely filled prayed
with some hesitation. Another exhorted tne would
would enable
enable tnem to ppersevere, and glorify him of the victim escaped, and in revenge betrayed the retreat of of smoke in the distance tell us we are near the great Birup with duties and cares. And even now while boys and told them that yesterday, when he in the midst of all the snares laid to make them his chieftain.
mingham of the west.
A body of white men and Indians were immediately
The whole distance is 395 miles. Another writer gives
I write, 1 have to steal the time from other im told his father he was going to forsake the idols fall, or persecution heaped upon them.
despatched
to
the
swamp
where
Philip
lay
crouched,
glar

following condensed account of all the means of con. ’
portant business. But I feel that I must write and follow Christ, he said you know nothing.—
But how is it with you, dear Children? Have ing with fury and despair. Before he was aware of their the
veyance upon the whole distance. The work is justly conyou a few lines.
you
given
your
hearts
to
Jesus
Christ?
Some
One of the girls said she used often, when the
approach, they had begun to surround him. In a little sidered the greatest triumph over natural obstacles that has
One of my first thoughts in taking the pen is girls called her to attend a meeting say, “yes of you I believe have; others, and I fear many while he saw five of his truest followers laid dead at his been achieved in this country.
It crosses the Schuylkill by a viaduct 1045 feet long, 41
what will the Sabbath scholars expect in a let I'll come, but I’ll run and call some of the oth have not. Though Christ has stood so long at feet; all resistance was vain: he rushed forth from his co
and made a headlong attempt to escape, but was shot wide, and 30 above the water. It then ascends an inclin- .
ter from a missionary? It occurs to me as pos er boys and then come,and thus escaped attend your hearts, knocking you have not admitted vert,
through the heart by a renegado Indian of his own na ed plane of 2809 feet by a stationary engine; and descends
sible, that some will look for tales of the wretch ing the meeting. She used to pray every day him. You have been warned, you have been tion.
another of 1720 feet to Columbia on the Susquehanna, '
edness and cruelty of the heathen—for pictures lest Mrs. Spaulding or one of the girls should prayed for, the Holy Spirit has striven with
Such was the fate of the brave but unfortunate King where it joins the main division of the Pennsylvania Ca
of scalps and mangled flesh and butchered in ask her if she had, but now she was not happy you, and made you feel your sins and your dan Philip; persecuted while living slandered and dishonoured nal, 81 miles from Philadelphia, which can^l passes through;.
fants, and canibal feasts, of nakedness and filth, at any time if she were not praying,—she pray ger. Sometimes you have resolved you would when dead. If, however, we consider even the prejudiced Harrisburg, and follows the Juniata branch of theSus-’
furnished by his enemies, we may perceive in quehanna. The cost of this rail-road was three and shall
and disease and beastly degradation, and think ed when she walked and when she worked.— repent, but you have for some reason or other anecdotes
them traces of amiable and lofty character, sufficient to
Its greatest altitude above the waters of the
that by reading such things their missionary spi The same girl said, I used when I went into a put it off to a convenient season. Oh! my dear awaken sympathy for his fate, and respect for his memory. millions.
Delaware is 555 feet. The next is the canal, J73 mjies
rit will be greatly increased. Some may have prayer room to be afraid that something would, children, I beseech you forsake your sins, and We find that amidst all the harrassing cares and ferocious long, having 18 dams, 33 aqueducts, and 111 locks, to neat
thought also from the fact that they have been catch me, but now thinking I am a child of give your hearts wholly to Christ. If you die passions of constant warfare, he was alive to the softer feel the Alleghany mountains, which is ascended by fmwcVmaffected and excited to pray for the heathen by God, I fear nothing, and if ever 1 do fear, I go without repentance, and without loving the Sa ings of connubial love and paternal tenderness, and to the ed planes of nearly a mile in length each, and descewh/
sentiment of friendship.
by five more. It passes by a tunnel through solid rocki‘1
reading such accounts, that they had much of and pray and my fear all goes away. One morn viour, these converted children will rise up in generous
The captivity of his beloved wife and only son is men
a missionary spirit. But I shall present no such ing there was an interesting meeting with a do judgment and condemn you, and your punish tioned with exultation, as causing him poignant misery; the feet, having an arch of heavy masonry 20 feet high. TV.
is 36 miles, overcoming an aggregate height ci
pictures or descriptions to your minds, not on zen boys and eight girls who professed to have ment will be inconceivably greater than that death of any near friend is triumphantly recorded as a new length
2570 feet, and four extensive viaducts. At Johnstown on
blow on his sensibilities, but the treachery and desertion of the Conemaugh, it meets the canal, which is 104 miles
ly because I think they would not give you a commenced following the Lord Jesus. One of of the heathen.
many of his followers, in whose affections he had confided, long, to Pittsburgh, and has 64 locks, 10 dams, two tun
missionary spirit, but because I have more im the boys was caught in the road by an angry
I want you to write to me and tell me whether are
said to have desolated his heart, and to have bereaved nels, 16 aqueducts, 64 culverts, 152 bridges, and passes
portant things to relate.
Brahmin or Priests boy, and daubed with sacred you love Christ, what you are doing for the hea him of all farther comfort.
through a tunnel perforating a hill 250 feet high. ItapChrist informs us that there is joy in heav ashes. He attempted to do the same to ano then and for him who died to save them, and
He was a patriot, attached to his native soil; a prince, pears from the account that the cars are drawn by horses
en over one sinner that repenteth, and if you ther, hut he could not. After this meeting whether you desire with all your heart to live for true to his subjects, and indignant of their wrongs,- a sol over the Alleghany part of the road, except at the inneliftl \
havt; any of the spirit bf the Saviour you will some of the girls of the boarding school had a them, and if it be his will to carry the gospel to dier, daring in battle, firm in adversity, patient of fatigue, planes. I have no notes of the time required to pass to I
hunger, of every variety of bodily sufferings, and ready whole distance, nor of the speed in any part of it.
rejoice.
meeting with the eight girls. The one whom I them. I should like also to have some of you of
to perish in the cause he had espoused. Proud of heart,
The Lord has been pleased to pour oufliis have mentioned as being so happy, exhorted write to the girls in the boarding school, or the and with untameable love of natural liberty, lie preferred
Good Nature. —Good nature is more agreeable in cmHoly Spirit and bring some of the children in them earnestly not to leave the Saviour, “ If boys in the out schools (as we call those not at to enjoy it among the beasts of the forests, or in the dismal
versation then wit, and gives a certain air to the coutwthe schools to give up the worship of idols, and you find any thing in the Bible which you do the mission-house, but in the neighboring vil and famished recesses of swamps and morasses, rather than ance
which is more amiable'than beauty.
embrace the Saviour. I will endeavour to tell not understand, come to us and we will try to lages.)- Mrs. Hutchings and I now live at Oo- bow his haughty spirit to submission, and dependent
and despised in the ease and luxury of the settlements.
you ns many interesting facts as I can concern help you; do not think we are of one rank and doville, and we know these girls would be much
LIST OF LETTERS
With heroic qualities and bold achievements that would
ing the children. The work first commenced you of another, (she was of good caste and they pleased to receive letters from the Sabbath- have rendered him the theme of the poet and the historian
Remaining in the Post office at Gambier Ohio, Oct. V
at Batticotta in the seminary among the boys. of low caste,) we are following Christ, we are school children in America. Some of them he lived a wanderer and a fugitive in his native land, and 1835 which, if not taken out before the 1st of January, wi'l
As I was not there, I shall not be able to relate all sisters and must help each other. If you have wiitten me short letters, a translation of went down, like a lonely bark, foundering amidst dark- be sent to the General Post offiec-as Dead Letters.
1
J'‘““T'”1'a pitying eye to weep his fall,
Hugh Brown, Philip II. Brown, Josiah P. Barber, Hen
any thing except what I have heard from others. do not know how to sing, come to us; we know which I send to you.
or a friendly hand to record his struggle.
ry L. Bollman, John Bartholomew, George Crouse2, John
The meeting commenced there on Wednesday a little and we will teach you,— you must sing
I have one mere thought and one question
Clegg, Luke Douglass, Sheldon Davis, Charles Foot, Wil
and continued till Sabbath evening. Very soon his praise. Before she said, “we must exhibit to ask. You see from this letter the benefit of
PASSAGE OVER THE ALLECANIES.
liam G. Giles, Nathan Head, W. B. Hooke, John Locke.
after the meeting had begun, it was ascertained his glory and praise him to all. If Susan has these schools. Had not these children been
The following graphic description of a passage over the George Madden, Hannah McFarland, Mary A. McArthat eight or ten of the boys had agreed togeth done me many favors, I speak of her kindness taught the word of God and the way to heaven Alleghanies on the great rail road constructed by the state ter, Thomas McGough, Henry C. Middleton, Rev. James
er that they would not have any thing to do to all, saying she is a good girl.—So we must through Christ, in the schools, they "would have of Pennsylvania, is from a distinguished clergyman of New McElroy, Charles R. Rhodes, Ninian Smith, G. B. Sturges, Thomas Thornburg, Thomas Tempier, Uriah Tracy,
with Jesus Christ,but. aid each other is resisting do for Christ.” Some of the little girls from been as ignorant, as impure, as wicked as those York : —
I he canal, commencing at Columbia, follows the Sus Margaret Tapping, Abraham Vanc/erecr, Henry D. Woodany agency which should be exerted to bring Manepy begged the girls of the boarding school around them. But now we hope they are wash quehanna.to
its junction with the Juniatta, and ascends in worth, Robert Walker.
them to repentance and belief in him. The to give them hymn books, that they might learn ed in the blood of Jesus, and will praise him the direction of the latter stream, towards its source. The Oct. 2—3t
__________ A. CLARKE, A. P. M/
Iloly Spirit, however, was more powerful than the hymn and join with us in singing. Oh! forever. The question is, how much arc you most important town it passes is Harrisburg. It is im
they, and their “covenant did not stand.” In what a change from the vile Tamul songs they willing and desirous to do to establish and sup possible to describe the natural beauties of the country
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of sin, of righteousness, and of judgment.” The girls, new converts, prayed and entreated them do much. Ilow much will you deny yourselyes, ot
selves.
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first who were awakened in the seminary, were to believe in Christ, and spoke with much sim and make efforts to have heathen children in
I he Pcrisylvania canal pursues mostly the north bank
those boys, and every one of them was,we think, ple faith of the time when the idols would be structed in God’s Holy word? Think of it, dear °- the Juniatta. The banks of the river present every va
brought to give his heart to Jesus. On the Sab cast away. Mrs. Hutchings asked the girls at children.
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in that path which leads to heaven, is the and apparently ready to fall, producing that shuddering,
night, I believe I should go to heaven.” Sev little sister six years old, and that she was af
e l8bt^ sensaiion, experienced amid the stern features Those who may wish to have their papers discontinued
eral others were very happy, and their mouths fected. Two boys were at the meeting at Pan- prayer of Your truly affectionate friend,
uii i S tvor^s’ Now would come in view the conical
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utchings
.
were open to tell of the love of Jesus. I do deteripo, and said, they would never leave
nil, clothed to the very summit with soft foliage, and now
previous to the expiration of the term of their subscrip
t ie deep dark gap where the river seemed to struggle for
not know how many of the boys there gave their idols. They were asked why ? They an 
tion, otherwise, it will be considered anew engagementegress. I he Juniata I pronounce one of the most beauti *«* All communications relative to this paper, mustbe
miscellany.
themselves to Christ, but we hope a large num swered because they were gods. Well what
ful streams I ever beheld. All of my companions united
ber. On Monday morning a meeting commenc can they do? can they see, hear,speak?’ Yes.
directed to the Rev. M. T. C. Wing, Gambier,
To Astronomers—As the comet is now plainly visible in
ti the same decision- Amid the solitude and sublimity of
Co. Ohio
ed at Oodooville, in the female boarding school Can they walk? Yes. Have you ever seen them?* to the
the
naked eye and is seen most advantageously in the 16 scene, our boatmen, perched upon the stern of the pack
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of which I suppose you have heard. If you Yes, I have seen them. How far did they walk? morning before the dawn of day, the writer begs leave to et, played two Kent bugles, whose notes swelled along the
................ Windsor,
have not you can request your teachers to tell Prom here to Manepy. The next day, they direct the attention of astronomers to the Zodiacal Lio-ht river and were echoed by the hills, and one might fancy
»
you about it. The Holy Spirit came down here said they felt they were sinners, that idols were which is beginning again to make its appearance in “the himself the regions Qf a fa.ry creat;on.
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